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FROM THE EDITOR

THE ECOGENERATION EDITORIAL BOARD

Jeremy Chunn

EcoGeneration editor

If anyone’s a little unsure of what the next few years will be like for 

the Australian large-scale solar industry, the map in this issue of 

EcoGeneration makes it pretty clear. It is going to be very busy.

According to data provided by Sustainable Energy Resources 

Analytics which looked at projects over 1MW, there are 18 solar plants 

generating a total 314MW, 10 projects under construction that will 

contribute 418MW and, get this, 70 pencilled in for 6,603MW.

It looks like a typo, doesn’t it? But the team at SERA points out (on 

page 50) that the economics of solar make solar a worthwhile 

investment even without government support. On page 18, however, 

we learn from Bill Shorten that government support is exactly what 

we’ll get, should Labor take the helm.

Either way, it will take a lot of money, and on page 42 

EcoGeneration asks some of the biggest participants in solar funding 

— the CEFC, NAB, Genex Power and AGL — how the next few years will 

play out. Another panel discussion appears on page 64, where the 

Institute of Sustainable Futures asked four industry experts to 

hammer out their hopes and fears for the switch to clean energy.

So there are a lot of big names in this issue. There is also a humble 

farmer from Denmark who managed to convert his entire island to 

100% renewable energy, on page 36. Maybe he should move here?

COVER IMAGE: 

Moree Solar Farm, NSW 
was developed by  

Fotowatio Renewable 
Ventures (FRV) and 

officially inaugurated in 
March 2017.  

See page 8 for details

Photography by Jeff 
Hawkins Photography

EDITORIAL
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NEWS IN BRIEF
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

MOREE SINGLE-AXIS PLANT FOLLOWS THE SUN

There were a few hiccups along the way 

but the Moree Solar Farm is 

generating power as surely as the sun 

rises each day. The plant, 10km south of 

Moree in northern NSW, is Australia’s first 

example of single-axis tracking technology 

deployed on a large scale. Because 

the panels rotate on a horizontal axis 

they spend more time facing the sun 

as it crosses the sky, so generation is 

higher in the morning and afternoon 

than it would be otherwise. 

It was a hard job to get off the 

ground. The project was first 

proposed in 2010 as a 150MW joint 

venture between Fotowatio 

Renewable Ventures (FRV), BP Solar 

and Pacific Hydro. It attracted $306 

million via the federal government’s Solar 

Flagships program in 2011 but lost it when 

it failed to meet financial close. 

After being rescoped as a 56MW facility 

the CEFC announced it would invest $47 

million of the $164 million total cost in 

August 2013. A year later, $101.7 million in 

grant funding was awarded by ARENA. Ten 

days later Pacific Hydro withdrew, citing 

“ongoing political and market 

uncertainty”. FRV assumed full equity in 

the project and the first sod was 

turned in November 2014. By March 

2016 the plant was exporting energy.

EcoGeneration visited as guests of 

FRV and found 222,880 solar PV 

modules very slowly following the 

sun’s journey across the sky. Annual 

generation output is about 

140,000MWh, FRV says, or enough to 

supply 22,000 homes. It took a while, 

but they got there in the end.

BUZZ BUILDS FOR 
ENERGY WEEK 2017

No-one knows how the energy transition is going to play 

out but everyone agrees there is going to be a lot of 

disruption along the way. Renewable energy solutions will end 

up on top, we hope, but right now it’s still coal that turns the 

lights on when most Australians get home at night.

Australian Energy Week is a rare opportunity to take in the 

view across the entire energy value chain, and the next event 

is happening June 20 to 23 at the Pullman & Mercure, Albert 

Park, Melbourne. Panel discussions will be held on the future 

of the grid, future of coal, storage, investment in renewables, 

new technologies and the role of apps and software in energy 

delivery. The event showcases speakers such as John 

Frydenberg MP, Mark Butler MP, Alan Finkel, Paula Conboy, 

Andy Vesey and Anne Pearsons.

For more information go to www.energyweek.com.au

ROSS RIVER SOLAR 
FARM EQUITY DEAL

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation will invest $20 

million in the Ross River Solar Farm near Townsville, 

Queensland, accelerating the development of Australia’s 

biggest solar farm. When completed in early 2018, the $225 

million Ross River Solar Farm is expected to generate enough 

energy to power the equivalent of 65,000 homes. 

The 116MW project is being developed by ESCO Pacific and 

infrastructure manager Palisade Investment Partners. The 

project has secured a 13-year power purchase agreement with 

EnergyAustralia, the largest single solar PPA in Australia. 

The investment is the first time the CEFC has taken an 

equity stake in a solar farm. 

The solar farm will cover more than 200 hectares of a 

disused mango plantation south-west of Townsville, with 

450,000 solar panels using horizontal tracking technology.

ECO0417_News.indd   8 13-Mar-17   1:02:14 PM
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NEWS IN BRIEF

IT TAKES BIG SOLAR TO MAKE LITTLE SOLAR

THREE NSW SOLAR 
PLANTS ATTRACT 
$150M INVESTMENT

The large-scale solar building boom is fast approaching. 

Three solar plants in NSW have been approved for Clean 

Energy Finance Corporation funding worth $150 million, the 

CEFC’s biggest commitment to large-scale solar.

The plants in Dubbo, Parkes and Griffith will cost a total 

$230 million and are the first projects to receive debt finance 

under the CEFC’s large-scale solar financing program.

Owner and developer Neoen expects the projects will create 

about 250 jobs during construction this year and produce 

enough renewable energy to power 41,500 homes. 

Neoen will enter into Power Purchase Agreements with 

Engie for the sale of energy generated from Parkes and 

Griffith, and will operate the Dubbo plant on a merchant basis.

The 55MW Parkes plant will consist of 206,000 panels 

across 210 hectares and is expected to generate enough solar 

to power 20,500 homes. The 30MW plant near Griffith will 

include about 112,000 panels and will generate enough 

electricity to power 11,500 homes. The 25MW plant east of 

Dubbo and one north of Narromine will be comprised of 

80,000 solar panels on 80 hectares. The sites are expected to 

generate enough solar to power 9,500 homes. 

The projects all feature single-axis tracking technology.

Neoen Australia managing director Franck Woitiez said his 

company is hoping for 1GW of renewable assets in Australia. 

“Neoen continues to invest in the future of the Australian 

energy mix, and deliver on its promises of building sustainable, 

competitive and renewable electricity,” he said.

ARENA AND CEFC 
BACK FLEXIBLE 
CAPACITY AND 
LARGE-SCALE 
STORAGE

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation and Australian 

Renewable Energy Agency will push development of 

flexible capacity and large-scale storage projects that will aim 

to smooth the integration of renewable energy into the 

electricity market.

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull in February called on both 

organisations to focus on encouraging the development of 

solutions to removing system variability problems as Australia 

transitions to low emissions technologies. 

ARENA CEO Ivor Frischknecht said ARENA would call for 

expressions of interest for demonstration projects under its 

Advancing Renewables Program. It’s expected ARENA will 

allocate more than $20 million to successful projects. 

Eligible projects will likely revolve around battery storage, 

pumped hydro, concentrated solar thermal, biomass and 

demand management technology. 

“Australia is blessed with diverse renewable energy 

resources across the nation that can produce power at 

different times,” said CEFC chief executive Oliver Yates.

“When we complement renewable generation with  

the addition of energy storage and grid support, we can 

develop an electricity supply that is cost-effective, reliable, 

clean and secure.”

A new 50kW rooftop installation in Dandenong South is feeding the 

creation of solar-powered refrigerated shipping containers in the 

factory below. The set-up at Heuch Engineering’s Victorian facility 

was made possible with assistance from the federal 

accelerated commercialisation grant but the 10-foot coolers it 

turns out will be used around the world.

The refrigeration solutions require no fuel, generator or grid connection 

and are suitable for remote communities, government initiatives and disaster 

relief, the company says. Once unloaded, one of the units can be running in 

less than 15 minutes.

Heuch’s work in the solar power refrigeration initiative has already earnt it 

an Innovator of the Year gong at the 2016 HVACR Leadership Awards.

“Our team has developed a world class product that will help re-shape not 

only the industry, but provide a catalyst for change in the 

way isolated communities can improve commerce in the coming years,” says 

Heuch managing director Steve Oakley.
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT

With $11.5m in fresh funding Melbourne renewable energy technology company GreenSync  

is preparing to test international markets, CEO Phil Blythe tells Jeremy Chunn.

HOW THE GRID CAN TAKE  
80% CLEAN ENERGY

How much electricity could be saved if 

one giant brain controlled generation, 

consumption and storage for every single 

user? Probably a hell of a lot, but that’s just 

science fiction because everyone knows 

energy gets splashed around like bathwater.

Monitoring systems that trawl data on grid 

energy prices, PV generation and usage 

patterns to make decisions about when to 

import or export stored solar power are 

slowly taking hold in homes but larger 

ecosystems are much harder to cater to. It’s 

a big problem — but not impossible to solve.

Melbourne-based GreenSync went big on 

energy optimisation solutions from the start, 

however, when it pitched its technology as 

suitable for use in entire electricity grids. 

Through smart control and coordination, it 

reckons, more renewable resources and 

battery storage systems can be integrated 

Above: GreenSync’s Phil Blythe is confident the grid 
can take more clean energy — if it has the smarts.

Above: Australian innovation can’t make it to the 
world stage without serious investment.

high level, like 80%?” If battery storage 

solutions on the market are not designed to 

fit in a world where 80% of power is 

produced by intermittent renewables, “then 

maybe we’re not doing the right thing.”

GreenSync is involved in a trial with 

AusNet Services in Victoria where solar and 

storage is used exclusively to provide 

electricity to a suburban street. “Through 

that process we’ve learned a lot,” Blythe 

says. “[We’re] using the same techniques to 

push the needle up to an uncomfortable area 

north of 70-80% renewables.”

The flipside of researching the effects of a 

majority-renewables energy supply is 

building a community with solar on every 

rooftop and thinking all will be well. “People 

are unwittingly doing this and not 

understanding what the consequences are,” 

he says. One outcome could be that the 

voltage climb would be too high, the solar 

panels wouldn’t generate at all and owners 

are left with “very expensive roof tiles”.

One solution in such areas would be to 

overbuild infrastructure to manage the 

voltage volatility, but a better way is to “use 

the smarts to remove the need” to spend 

that money on poles and wires.

“In the future the smart grid will be able to 

integrate an even greater use of renewable 

energy, as well as electric vehicles and 

battery storage options,” he says. 

into the grid. “The energy industry is 

undergoing a somewhat painful 

transformation,” says GreenSync founder 

and CEO Phil Blythe, where the obvious 

benefit of renewables — free, non-polluting 

resources that never run out — are balanced 

by the prickly negative of intermittency. 

The supply of energy is being 

decentralised faster in Australia than 

anywhere else in the world, he says, “and 

that’s coming with a number of headaches”. 

A major problem is voltage instability, as 

intermittent renewable energy supply 

accounts for a larger share of electricity in 

the grid. “It begs the question: what is the 

architecture of our grid going forward?”

GreenSync’s technology, which has been 

in use since 2012, takes a ringleader role in a 

decentralised network, orchestrating 

generation, consumption and battery 

storage resources and connecting to the grid 

“to understand exactly how and when we 

coordinate those distributed resources”.

The end result of allowing the smarts of 

machine learning into the grid is a more 

efficient network maintained at a lower cost, 

where the pre-emptive resolution of 

intermittency issues allows for hugely 

expensive infrastructure upgrades to be 

minimised or but on the backburner.

BRAINS TRUST
The systems can think big or small, 

controlling generation in the wholesale 

market but also thinking ahead to forestall 

power quality issues at local network level. 

As more and more households convert to 

solar, something as simple as a cloud passing 

over a neighbourhood will have a big effect 

on the quality of electricity running along 

suburban powerlines and into homes.

When intermittent renewables make up 

more than 25% of power generation the grid 

will experience stability issues, he says. “Our 

goal is to ask: what does it take to get to a 
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

Kane Thornton has more than a 
decade’s experience in energy policy 
and leadership in the development  
of the renewable energy industry. 
Deconstructing industry trends and 
movements as well as federal and state 
renewable policies for the benefit of  
the wider industry, Kane’s column is  
a regular feature in EcoGeneration. 

Politicians may question Australia’s commitment to renewable energy but the fundamentals  

make it an obvious choice, writes Clean Energy Council chief executive Kane Thornton.

ENERGY BATTLELINES  
SHIFT TO SECURITY

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull set the 

battlelines for energy at the National 

Press Club early this year, declaring that our 

energy system had to meet three challenges: 

it needed to be affordable, reliable and 

reduce emissions.

The good news for the clean energy sector 

is that solar and wind are now the cheapest 

kind of new power generation it is possible 

to build today. This was made clear by the 

government’s attempt to reframe coal as the 

new clean energy in February. 

The true cost of a new coal power plant — 

with and without carbon capture and storage 

— was put under the microscope by analysts 

such as Bloomberg New Energy Finance.

Many were surprised to find that new coal 

is actually one of the most expensive forms 

of new power, and without CCS it produces 

at least twice as many carbon emissions as 

gas power.

This is a fundamental change in the 

accepted wisdom around energy — that coal 

means cheap power, while renewable  

energy is more expensive. It is a seismic  

shift that many politicians are still struggling 

to absorb.

The only reason coal today is so cheap is 

that our old coal plants were built by state 

governments decades ago using taxpayer 

funding, and they don’t have to pay for the 

substantial pollution they produce.

So with renewable energy now winning the 

Prime Minister’s energy challenge on two 

out of three fronts, the political fight over 

electricity has now moved to one about 

keeping the lights on.

Since the state-wide blackout in South 

Australia last year, it has been disappointing 

to watch partisan politics again cruel the 

national energy debate. The result is that 

continued policy uncertainty and 

polarisation between the major parties 

continues. This makes it difficult to make 

sensible investments over the long term, in 

an industry where investment horizons are 

generally measured in decades. And without 

detailed long-term transition planning, it 

also means higher power prices for both 

industrial and residential energy users.

The energy industry, including the Clean 

Energy Council, has united with the business 

community on strong and public statements 

calling politicians of all sides to work 

together on energy reform including long-

term energy and climate policy.

FINKEL REVIEW LEADING ON 
ENERGY SECURITY
For the energy industry in 2017, there is 

perhaps no more important process than the 

review of Australia’s energy system security 
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also taking place in the world of energy 

storage. And while we will see many 

innovations and cost reductions in this area 

in the decades to come, the technology 

already exists to achieve these goals.

There is no single solution to deliver on 

Australia’s future energy needs. In fact there 

is a vast array of technologies and solutions 

that exist already or are in development, and 

many can be retro-fitted to existing energy 

infrastructure.

We believe taking a portfolio approach to 

the problem is the most effective way 

forward, including the following:

• Battery storage, which is reducing in  

cost dramatically and has wide 

applications behind the meter and at 

utility and grid scale.

• Exciting developments in new energy 

generation from ocean energy and 

geothermal resources.

• Technology which can support the 

operation of the network, such as inertia 

and rapid frequency response.

• Upgrades and enhancements to 

Australia’s existing hydro power 

generation assets and the development  

of new hydro power, including pumped 

hydro storage.

being led by the Chief Scientist Alan Finkel.

The people doing the work seem smart 

and sensible, and understand the challenges 

with transforming the national energy 

system to one which is affordable, secure 

and will enable Australia to deliver on its 

emissions reduction commitments under the 

Paris climate agreement.

We have the technology to do this; we just 

need the right investment signals and 

regulations to make it happen.

The rapid evolution of technology which 

has reduced the cost of renewable energy is 

• Synchronous condensers that can be 

implemented on existing synchronous 

generators to provide system support.

• Stronger interconnection between 

physical regions of the NEM and an 

enhanced transmission system to allow 

greater resilience while maximising the 

value of some of Australia’s best 

renewable resource regions.

However, making the most of all these 

options needs the right mix of market signals 

and regulatory frameworks. The reality is 

this is complex, technical work and involves 

extensive and unglamorous reform that isn’t 

tailor made for front page headlines.

We are, however, in the fortunate position 

that Australia is blessed with world-leading 

renewable energy research and 

development, which is strongly supported by 

the Australian Renewable Energy Agency, 

the Clean Energy Finance Corporation, 

CSIRO and our universities. 

This is a very exciting time for the 

renewable energy sector, but there is a 

reason for great optimism.

We still have a long way to go, but I am 

constantly inspired by the innovative, 

passionate and resilient people that make up 

this industry. We have a big future. 
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STORAGE CONFERENCE

FILLED WITH POSITIVE ENERGY
It’s time to charge up for the Australian Energy Storage Conference and Exhibition in June.

Renewable energy makes a lot more sense 

when you add storage. In home solar 

systems, it’s the difference between having 

free energy from the sun even when it’s dark 

outside and paying peak rate to a retailer. On 

a larger scale, a well-designed storage 

solution can keep networks running in the 

event of temporary supply failures.

Strong growth is expected in the storage 

sector, at all levels of the renewable energy 

industry. Developers of large-scale projects 

understand the value it can add to supply 

security; networks that include storage are 

more robust; home-owners are looking to 

retrofit batteries to get the most value they 

can from rooftop systems.

The technology is fast-changing, and the 

power that can be packed into little plastic 

boxes or 20-foot shipping containers seems 

to increase every day.

In June all the energy contained in the 

entire storage industry will be packed inside 

a pretty big box in Sydney for the Australian 

Energy Storage Conference & Exhibition, at 

the International Convention Centre in 

Darling Harbour.

This year’s event, the fourth overall and 

third in Sydney, has seen increased interest 

from flow battery manufacturers because of 

the potential for the large-scale off-grid 

sector, says Exhibitions and Trade Fairs sales 

and conference manager Sam Staples. 

“It’s happening with the mining  

companies starting to look into investing in 

solar-and-storage with diesel microgrid 

systems,” says Staples, pointing to the 6MW 

of lithium-ion battery storage at Sandfire 

Resources’ DeGrussa coper-gold mine in 

Western Australia.

The event attracts keen interest and 

visitors this year include US company  

Energy Storage Systems, which makes an 

all-iron flow battery product for long-

duration storage, and flow battery company 

UniEnergy Technologies, which is working 

with a Chinese partner company on  

the largest battery storage installation in  

the world. 

“In terms of international interest and 

participation there seems to have been a 

resurgence from that [flow battery] 

technology as the large-scale market grows 

in Australia,” Staples says.

Speakers confirmed for the event so far 

include SimpliPhi CEO Catherine Von Burg, 

UniEnergy Technologies chief operations 

officer Rick Winter, Enphase Energy global 

director product management Ilen Zazueta-

Hall and Singapore-based AES Energy 

Storage Asia Pacific director Mark Lesley, 

who will discuss the 150MWh energy storage 

installation the company is working on for 

San Diego Gas and Electric. “It’s absolutely 

massive,” Staples says of the project, which 

is split over two sites.

Also expected to return this year is 

Growing Energy Laboratories Inc, aka Geli, 

which has opened an office in Melbourne and 

is busily recruiting engineers.

If that all sounds a bit too big to fit into the 

back of a van and install in a garage, 

installers of residential systems shouldn’t be 

put off. All the major domestic-scale brands 

will be on site at the exhibition and GSES will 

be running free CPD workshops for installers 

during the event. 

SimpliPhi CEO  
Catherine Von Burg.

Kokam vice-president 
Ike Hong.

Enphase global director 
product management 
Ilen Zazueta-Hall.

Carnegie Clean Energy 
CEO Dr Michael 
Ottaviano.

WHO WILL BE THERE THIS YEAR
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LABOR’S PLAN  
FOR A 50% RET

Bill Shorten will 

introduce an emissions 

intensity scheme to 

turn the screws on 

polluting generators.

With the Coalition changing its mind on a 

daily basis about the future of 

renewable energy, the leader of the 

opposition Labor Party is sure of two things.

A renewable energy target of 50% of 

supply of electricity by 2030 under an ALP 

government is a definite. It ain’t changing. 

And the blunt policy tool that will get us 

there is an emissions intensity scheme which 

penalises polluting generators.

“If you don’t have a plan for climate 

change you don’t have a plan for energy 

security,” Labor leader Bill Shorten told the 

media in late February. “Energy and climate 

policy must be integrated.”

On Labor’s numbers, swift implementation 

of its policies will free up $48 billion in 

investment and create thousands of jobs.

It sounds very simple, but politics gets in 

the way. “Every day our Prime Minister 

chooses his own career survival over the 

science, over the facts, over the future, it is 

another day wasted,” Shoten said, speaking 

in the offices of Bloomberg in Sydney. “This 

policy paralysis is stalling investment in our 

electricity sector … [and] ignoring climate 

change is a premeditated act of 

intergenerational theft.”

Electricity generation contributes nearly 

40% of Australia’s greenhouse gas pollution, 

making the sector a target for improvement. 

Three-quarters of Australia’s coal- and 

gas-fired generators are beyond their 

designed life, and yet they are still relied on 

for baseload power. Planning for 

replacement of outdated infrastructure 

starts now, he said. Renewables such as 

solar and wind are grinning candidates but 

“the obvious alternative to coal as a 

baseload power source is gas”, he said.

“[And] we’re not writing coal off, we know 

it will continue to be a major part of 

Australia’s energy future.”

In the long term, however, and to meet the 

Paris targets, the electricity sector must 

wean itself off polluting resources. 

“The first and most important step we can 

take is to provide certainty; to assist with the 

transition to renewable energy by 

establishing an emissions intensity scheme 

[EIS] in the electricity sector.”

An EIS sets a benchmark on the 

greenhouse gas emissions sent into the sky 

per unit of energy produced as measured by 

megawatt-hour. “This rewards energy 

generators that produce electricity with 

greenhouse gas pollution less than the 

benchmark and it provides a disincentive for 

energy generators that produce pollution 

levels higher than the benchmark.”

Emissions trading is inevitable, he said, 

and necessary. “Without certainty and 

without the right policies in place, there can 

be no confidence to invest.”

A PLACE FOR GAS
Wind and solar will be obvious benefactors 

of an EIS — but so will gas, Shorten said.  

“Gas produces roughly half the pollution 

generated by burning coal, so an EIS will 

inevitably make it a more attractive 

investment.”

Costs of renewable technologies will 

continue to fall and more and more batteries 

will be fitted to new and existing residential 

solar systems, but “gas will be critical as a 

cleaner, cheaper, more flexible source of 

baseload power compared with coal.”

The CSIRO and Energy Networks Australia 

estimated an EIS would save households an 

average $216 a year.

There’s no turning back the clock, but 

Shorten lamented the effects of privatisation 

on stability and pricing in the National 

Electricity Market over the past 15 years. 

Owners of networks can hardly be expected 

to make decisions about system design 

which go against the profit motive, but 

something has to give. “We need to build an 

electricity system that manages the 

fluctuating nature of renewables and 

smoothly integrates them to the national 

grid,” he said. “We shouldn’t have to wait 

until another election to get this underway.”

Shorten also committed to ongoing 

support for research and investments 

through ARENA and the CEFC.

As for the Coalition’s plan for reliance on 

clean coal, which the Climate Institute 

estimates will require government support in 

the realm of $27 billion to $44 billion, “it 

would be like building the NBN with copper”, 

Shorten said. “Gambling Australia’s energy 

future on unbuilt and unproven clean coal is 

like punting on last year’s Grand Final today 

… and picking the losing team.” 

POLICY
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

MEET THE DEVICE DETECTIVE
A piece of hardware developed by Ecocentric in collaboration with the CSIRO may be the catalyst 

that brings a wave of investment in energy efficiency, writes Jeremy Chunn.

The missing piece in the puzzle — that will 

allow consumers of electricity to identify 

where it is being ill-used — has been found. In 

a world where investment in energy 

efficiency is made foggy by the harsh 

difficulty in identifying waste, the air is 

about to clear.

The solution comes in Numen, a piece of 

hardware about the size of a sandwich 

developed by Perth-based company 

Ecocentric in collaboration with the CSIRO.

With a global licence agreed to in  

February the technology is ready to be 

commercialised, and CEO Tim Bray expects 

there to be plenty of demand.

“The reason why investment energy 

efficiency can often underwhelm is because 

they’re done blind, without the level of data 

and information that allows people to not 

just see the consumption of their building 

but to see individual devices within it,” Bray 

told EcoGeneration. 

“And that is the missing link.”

The Numen has the detective skills to 

identify individual devices drawing 

electricity in a business or home. 

“Each device emits a different pattern in 

terms of how it uses electricity,” Bray says. 

“We sample at 256,000 times a second, and 

when you look at the electrical data in that 

high fidelity you’re able to see patterns.”

AT THE LIBRARY
The CSIRO has “cracked the code” of what 

those patterns mean, he says, and 

constructed a library of data that identify 

thousands of devices and their multiple 

operational modes.

“We can identify those devices from a 

switchboard,” he says. “They might be 

hundreds of metres away in a building 

somewhere, yet the electrical signature we 

read will identify that device. We’re 

effectively the shazam of electrical devices.”

Multiple devices on a circuit can be 

individually identified and ranked by the 

amount of power they are using. The Numen 

hardware is fitted to a switchboard and 

accesses the dataset from the cloud. 

“With the CSIRO we have built the library 

of devices so that when Numen is deployed it 

can recognise them,” Bray says. The 

software then shows the user what devices 

are drawing power and whether they are 

operating efficiently.

He gives the example of a hairdryer, where 

the various combinations of temperature 

and draft strength can each be assigned a 

unique mode identity code. “The signatures 

can be quite dynamic,” he says. “We can 

then go a step further and identify a non-

standard mode of operation.”

In an industrial setting this means 

someone managing critical infrastructure 

can be alerted by the software when a piece 

of equipment starts operating in a non-

Ecocentric founder Paul Lyons (right)  
and CSIRO senior research scientist Sam West  
with the company’s all-knowing Numen device.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

standard way. “That has massive application 

in an industrial context,” he says, suggesting 

gains from minimising maintenance costs 

and reducing downtime, as well as using  

less energy.

Because Numen is “technology agnostic” 

it will reveal the best solution for each 

scenario it’s set to work in, “and we don’t 

have a vested interest in whatever that 

solution is,” Bray says. “Our only vested 

interest is making sure the consumer knows 

what the best solution is.”

CITIZEN SCIENCE
The library of devices is flexible enough to 

be updated by users if it comes across 

something it has limited knowledge of, so 

that the dataset will expand as the 

technology penetrates the market. 

Bray calls this an ability to engage the 

users in a “citizen science kind of way”.

Part of the licence with the CSIRO includes 

a research services agreement that will see 

at least one dedicated member of CSIRO 

working full-time on the technology. “So as 

we enter the market with something that’s 

already amazing and world-leading we have 

the weight and might and intelligence of the 

CSIRO working on it every day to continually 

improve it,” Bray says.

The Numen hardware can integrate via  

the cloud with other control systems,  

he says. “We make existing technologies 

more powerful.”

Ecocentric is a private company and is 

currently working on commercial 

agreements with distribution partners in 

Australia and the UK. Bray can’t comment on 

how much Numen will cost until agreement 

is reached on distribution. 

“We can identify devices from a switchboard. 
They might be hundreds of metres away yet the 
electrical signature we read will identify that 
device. We’re the shazam of electrical devices.”

Above: Ecocentric CEO Tim Bray says the Numen will 
have “massive application in an industrial context”.
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SOLAR MODULES

LOGIC IN POWERFUL PANELS
At 360 watts, LG’s NeON R panel stands head and shoulders above anything else on suburban 

rooftops. EcoGeneration asks LG’s Markus Lambert how it will impact residential system designs.

Markus Lambert 
is national 
manager solar 
sales for LG 
Electronics 
Australia.

Some in the industry say owners would be 

better off with smaller storage capacity 

— but your position is that big batteries 

are good and that an upgrade to super-

efficient panels makes sense, so owners 

have plenty of power at their disposal. 

Average residential consumption is about 

20-24kWh per day, with many modern open 

plan larger homes consuming more than 

double that. On Average, 30-50% of this will 

be consumed during the night. If one wants 

to harvest solar during the day and use it at 

night, then the battery capacity should 

match the night consumption. 

As solar and battery solutions become the 

norm, the size of a customer’s roof will limit 

the size of the solar system and the battery 

that can be installed, and that’s even before 

electric vehicle charging via solar and 

batteries. Highly efficient panels will be a 

must in the very near future.

Buy an inefficient 250-280W now and you 

fill up valuable real estate on the roof 

unnecessarily. It will most likely be pulled off 

within 5 to 10 years as households will be 

looking for extra capacity. Not much of an 

environmental and financial outcome.  

What will drive this demand for  

more electricity?

If we look back 20 years, there was one TV, 

limited air-conditioning and fridges were 

smaller, so we are having a change in living 

standards to start off with. The big game-

changer will be EVs, which I see as a low-

hanging fruit to combat climate change if we 

use home solar to charge the car. 

An electric vehicle needs about 15kWh to 

drive 100km, so that’s around 4kW of 

additional solar one would need to fit on 

one’s house. That’s 16 inefficient 250W 

panels or 11 of the new LG 360s NeON R  

60-cell panels. Additionally, with increasing 

distributed solar capacity and pending 

retirement of coal-fired generators, the 

network will be looking for additional 

capacity to meet peak demand and 

frequency balancing on the grid. 

We see a time when there will be more 

opportunity to sell power back to the grid at 

more attractive rates whether that be via 

aggregated models on the NEM such as with 

Reposit Power or via peer-to-peer selling or 

other mechanisms.

How do you think the 360W NeON R panel 

will affect the inner-city markets?

It allows customers with restricted roof 

sizes, like inner city terraces or town houses, 

to get a 50% bigger solar system capacity 

on their roof. It’s a game changer for solar 

customers with tight roof space. 

Do consumers see panels as generic or are 

you sometimes surprised by the level of 

knowledge out there? 

In recent years solar panels have been seen 

as a commodity, pretty much all the same, 

but the truth is not all panels are built equal. 

Even within one manufacturer there are 

differences in build quality. 

Many customers nowadays undertake  

a decent amount of research and realise  

for example that 25-year output warranties 

are not a real warranty — they are  

marketing warranties. 

Consumers start to wise up and looking 

for brands that build quality. 

“If you do not have a 
huge roof, get an 
efficient panel now and 
keep roof space in 
reserve for future 
energy developments”

How about installers? Are they good  

at explaining the difference in panel 

output to customers or are they just 

selling on price? 

Australia’s installer landscape is in my 

opinion split in two groups. Group one offers 

cheaper, less efficient old technology panels 

with lower value inverters for a cheap price 

and they need volume to make money. 

The second group is more future-oriented 

in their offering and they design customised 

value added solutions and focus on an 

energy solution for the whole home, not just 

a few panels slapped here and there. The 

second group is very good at explaining the 

“future proof” solution and creating a long-

term energy solution.  

What are the essential points to consider 

when choosing panels?

Read the warranties. Many of them say they 

will not cover for labour. Australian 

consumer law states that customers should 

not be out of pocket if a product fails in the 

warranty period, so labour for replacing a 

failed panel should always be paid for by the 

solar manufacturer. That’s how I read the 

law. If you do not have a mansion with a huge 

roof, get an efficient panel now and keep 

roof space in reserve for future energy 

developments including electric vehicles. Do 

not be fooled by the Tier 1 label. It is not a 

sign of build quality. Do your research. 
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If the great clean energy ideas of tomorrow are not supported 

at their birth the renewables revolution won’t happen. That’s 

why investor support is so important, writes Dan Cass.

HOW TO INVENT  
A CLEAN ENERGY  
COMPANY

BUSINESS
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In the last column we talked about how 

government should be supporting clean 

energy innovation. Clean and green means 

cheap and reliable energy. And if we get in 

quick we can create jobs in new, export 

industries. This month we are leaving the 

tree-tops view and getting down into the 

undergrowth, where the start-ups are born.

The common view of invention is that it is 

unexpected. The people who do it are 

extraordinary individuals. There are risk 

takers but also naturally creative geniuses. 

Ancient Archimedes came up with his theory 

of buoyancy by his spontaneous revelation, a 

“eureka moment” in a bath. 

In the 19th century, August Kekulé 

invented our theory of chemical structure. 

This made industrial chemistry possible and 

thus much of our modern life. 

One of his central discoveries came after 

he day-dreamed an ouroboros, a snake 

eating its own tail, and this metaphor 

became his notion of the circular ring of  

six carbon atoms, a crucial base unit in 

organic chemistry. 

Charles Edison was a freakishly inventive 

man with more patents than many countries 

and progenitor of General Electric and 

another dozen companies. And Albert 

Einstein was, well, Albert Einstein.

BRAINS TRUST
Historians of science call this the “great 

man” view of history and it is rightly 

criticised. It implies there is nothing we can 

do to innovate. If you are not Edison or 

Einstein, you have to sit around while the 

geniuses do the inventing.

Another school of thought holds that we 

can design institutions that foster creative 

thinking and the development of new 

businesses. Policy is the main driver in my 

view, but there is also a huge amount that 

can be done at the grassroots, helping 

innovators turn idea into product. 

Israel is cited as a country that is 

outperforming in innovation. Last year I had 

the good fortune to have lunch with 

Professor Manuel Trajtenberg at the ADC 

Future Summit in Melbourne, where he was 

presenting on Israel’s innovation success. 

Trajtenberg is an Argentinian economist 

with a PhD in innovation from Harvard 

University and is a Labor Party member of 

the Knesset (the national parliament).

Professor Trajtenberg says that the key to 

success is a diversity of policies from the 

national government and more “cultural” 

factors such as the bullishness of venture 

capital markets. If Australia wants to 

manufacture high-tech energy products, we 

need a full range of supportive policies, from 

industry and labour and procurement to 

dedicated R&D agencies such as ARENA, 

intellectually independent universities and a 

strong CSIRO.

He pointed out that Israel ranks fifth 

globally in scientific publications per capita, 

number one in citations per paper and 

patents per unit of GDP and has six Nobel 

Laureates. There are about 3,000 

companies working in technology in Israel 

and 67 are listed on America’s NASDAQ 

exchange. Australia and the South Pacific 

have five companies listed on NASDAQ.

MAKING START-UPS
The good news is that it is possible to foster 

innovation at the local level. The basic model 

is a start-up factory. This is a place where 

start-ups are made. It brings innovators 

together under one roof and nurtures them 

with a support program. They are introduced 

to specialist and general business experts, 

investors and academic networks such as 

research institutions.

At the simplest level, a start-up factory is 

little more than a specialist co-work space. 

There can be minimal program support 

provided. Venues can host occasional 

“hackathons” to help create ideas. 

I attended Australia’s first solar hackathon 

in April last year, hosted by CSIRO’s Energy 

Centre in Newcastle. This was a two-day 

innovation workshop. Teams formed and 

compete to come up with ideas. Mentors 

helped them refine their strategies and turn 

them into pitches, which were presented to 

judges. As with other hackathons, 

productivity is maximised with the input of 

free food, coffee and alcohol, in carefully 

titrated doses.

More ambitious programs bring struggling 

start-ups into an incubator process. This 

provides a schedule of learning and 

networking over weeks or months. Start-ups 

pay a fee to cover rent, like in a co-working 

space, and the business development 

opportunities. For example, start-ups can be 

introduced to venture capital investors, 

contract lawyers, communications 

specialists, business mentors, user 

experience designers, management gurus 

and successful solar entrepreneurs.

A LITTLE BIT FASTER
A higher level of support comes with the 

accelerator model. Y Combinator was the 

first accelerator, founded in 2005, in Silicon 

Valley. It is credited with creating internet 

giants Airbnb, Dropbox and Reddit. 

Start-ups that show a high degree of 

promise are given seed funding so they can 

focus on development. There are mentors 

giving dedicated help to each start-up in all 

the critical areas of the business and 

broader educational programs and 

networking opportunities.

Accelerators provide valuable resources 

but this comes with demanding expectations. 

There is a fixed program duration, which 

brings a cohort of start-ups in and they feed 

off each other and ultimately compete for 

serious funding at the end of their term. 

This mentor team in an accelerator often 

includes the venture capital “side car” fund 

associated with the venue. These funds work 

alongside the whole innovation process — 

hence the side car metaphor. They seed 

money to promising start-ups and accelerate 

their progress. 

This is the most hands-on kind of equity 

investment, where start-ups are literally 

corralled in a co-working space for a few 

months. There is of course no such thing as 

a free, working-lunch. Start-ups that join an 

accelerator sell an equity stake, in return for 

intellectual and social capital and desk space 

“Policy is the main 
driver in fostering new 
businesses, but there is 
also a huge amount 
that can be done at the 
grassroots, helping 
innovators turn idea 
into product.”

Dan Cass is a 
strategist at the 
Australia 
Institute, where 
he has published 
on battery 
storage and the 
Renewable 
Energy Target. 
He is an 

honorary associate at Sydney Business 
School, was a director of Hepburn Wind 
and is on the advisory board of Solar 
Head of State.
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and the occasional input of food, coffee or 

alcohol. In the US, start-up founders are 

typically expected to provide around 5-7% 

of total equity in return for a spot in an 

accelerator. They will also negotiate various 

related arrangements regarding subsequent 

rounds of venture capital raising and any 

final sale to a private buyer or the public 

(through an initial public offering).

POWERHOUSE
America’s Powerhouse is one of the first 

clean energy innovation factories. It was 

founded in 2013 by Emily Kirsch and 

Danny Kennedy and is based in 

Oakland, California, which is 

positioning itself to be a new kind 

of solar Silicon Valley, home of 

the coming Watt.Com boom.

Powerhouse is focused 

purely on solar PV, which 

makes it unique. Its 40 or so 

start-ups have resulted in 400 

jobs. They have earned over 

US$1 billion in revenue and 

raised US$270 million in capital. 

These companies are solar 

software, not hardware, but they 

are diverse in operation. The 

services they deliver range from 

business processes for existing 

companies, to whole new business models 

which can bring cheap and reliable energy to 

poor communities that live beyond the 

baseload grid.

For example, Powerhive and Standard 

Microgrid are both deploying solar and 

battery powered microgrids in Africa. They 

bring safe, reliable and cheap electricity to 

poor communities that were ignored by coal-

fired (or nuclear) utilities. They innovate at 

all stages of the operation, from the design 

of the grids, to the maintenance and 

management systems and crucially, the 

payment systems, which deliver the 

microgrid services as small, regular 

payments that poor communities can afford.

It is also important to note in the era of 

Trump that California’s Powerhouse is a 

beacon of diversity. In the US, a mere 4% of 

venture capital funding goes to female 

founders and CEOs and less than 1% goes to 

black or Latino founders. At Powerhouse, 

25% of investments went to start-ups with 

female founders and CEOs and 25% went to 

start-ups with black or Latino founders.

EUROPE’S KICS
Start-up factories focus on software and 

business model innovation for the simple 

“Climate-KIC does 
everything from 

running PhD programs 
to accelerators. It has 

supported 114 start-ups 
and provided €3.6 
million in grants.”

fabrication facilities, testing systems, 

complex regulatory permissions and  

millions of dollars.

The EU has created large, pan-European 

KICs, or “Knowledge and Innovation 

Communities”, in order to deploy the 

resources required to do technological 

innovation. Climate-KIC works across all 

climate technologies. Professor Mary Ritter, 

founding CEO of Climate-KIC, explains that 

their model brings in large research 

agencies and corporations to give the grunt 

needed to make gadgets.

Climate-KIC does everything from running 

PhD programs to accelerators. It has 

supported 114 start-ups which have created 

451 jobs. It has provided €3.6 million in 

grants and leveraged €35 million in external 

funding for start-ups. 

Excitingly for Australia, in January 

Climate-KIC appointed Dr Kirsten Dunlop as 

CEO, formerly Suncorp Australia’s executive 

general manager for strategic innovation. 

Dunlop was central in brokering the 

establishment of Climate-KIC Australia. Its 

founders are Suncorp, the University of 

reason that manufacturing is inherently 

more costly and complex. A few people with 

laptops and high social capital can meet in a 

local cafe and if they are prepared to not 

earn an income for a year, that is enough to 

invent a new business model or an app. 

But if you want to invent a fundamentally 

new kind of battery or other technological 

device, this requires industrial design and 

Melbourne and Griffith University, 

government agencies from NSW, Victoria, 

South Australia and the ACT and South  

Pole Group.

ENERGYLAB
EnergyLab has just this year opened its 

doors in Sydney, at the Blackfriars School 

House in Chippendale, provided by founding 

partner the University of Technology 

Sydney. EnergyLab will house an accelerator 

program and will also fill the venue with 

clean-tech events and a large co-working 

space for start-ups. EnergyLab is 

connected globally and a founding 

partner is the California Clean Energy 

Fund and its Asian outreach, New 

Energy Nexus. Local founders 

include Artesian Venture 

Partners, the Institute for 

Sustainable Futures, the NSW 

Government, Landor branding 

agency, PWC, Marque Lawyers 

and Climate-KIC Australia.

The Australia Institute is  

a partner of EnergyLab. I will  

be working there as Innovation 

Fellow in 2017. Part of this  

role is to be part of the board of 

mentors, helping start-ups in the 

accelerator program.

The other part of my role is to work with 

the start-ups and mentors to develop policy 

reforms that will turn Australia’s energy 

sector into a giant accelerator of clean 

technology. Like other countries, our grid 

and its markets were designed around a 

simple, centralised, baseload paradigm. 

Technological progress is making this 

redundant, but the new technologies and 

companies cannot compete fairly yet. 

The energy market needs to be opened  

up to competition from storage, demand 

management and other cost-effective 

innovations.

As Innovation Fellow, I will be looking out 

for new, simple reforms, like the “fast 

markets” or Five Minute Rule Change, 

currently before the Australian Energy 

Market Commission. The International 

Energy Agency recommends that countries 

move to faster markets, because this will 

increase efficiency, lower prices and of 

course reduce emissions as it encourages 

the rise of storage.

We are not aware of in any clean tech 

accelerator anywhere in the world that has 

an in-house policy innovator. It’s new and it 

might not even work, but I guess that’s why 

Thomas Edison would like it. 
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RETAIL ENTRANT

ENERGY LOCALS OFFERS 
SOLAR HOMES TARIFF HONEY
When you have a good idea, share it around. The same can be said for a new retailer that is 

incentivicing residential and commercial properties to try solar, writes Jeremy Chunn.

If you want to entice people to install solar, 

you need to offer the incentive of a decent 

feed-in tariff. That’s the thinking of Energy 

Locals, a new entrant in energy retail. “Our 

end game is providing clean energy as a 

service,” says founder Adrian Merrick. 

If a 10-cent feed-in tariff is enough to get a 

capital decision over the line, when the 

major retailers are paying 5-6c/kWh, Merrick 

will have another customer to buy surplus 

electricity from to sell to retail customers.

The key is to push the solar solution at all 

levels — to those who own it or are thinking 

about it, it can become a valuable revenue 

stream, especially for community groups 

who are rabid about fund-raising. 

Simplicity is the key, and Merrick reckons 

Energy Locals’ business model, which avoids 

decisions about technology and plans, will 

increase demand for solar energy.

“When the average customer spends 

about nine minutes a year thinking about 

energy they run out of runway pretty quickly 

on that,” he says. “There’s a job for someone 

to do that but a lot of the large energy 

retailers are not incentivised to do it.”

Merrick gives an example of how it works. 

Let’s say a local school with a solar system 

is looking to sell some surplus generation. 

“At the moment it’s pretty hard for them to 

get a look in with the retailers, who are 

looking at the really big deals,” says Merrick, 

who has worked as group executive manager 

of retail for EnergyAustralia and spent six 

years with E.ON in the UK.

“Energy Locals’ job is to facilitate the 

purchasing of that energy and then the 

offering of it to the community via a tariff 

that they can help control.”

• The company’s Fundraiser product allows 

organisations to partner with Energy 

Locals to provide an energy service they 

can promote to raise funds.

• Its Community Power product allows 

organisations to sell energy without 

Above: Adrian Merrick knows the power of offering an 
incentive to encourage solar owners to sign up.

sell? Pretty much every residential customer 

that has solar is exporting something, 

Merrick says. “For most solar owners and 

people thinking about solar the feed-in tariff 

is still a really important thing, an important 

part of their decision-making process.”

Energy Locals will target community 

groups and commercial organisations 

putting in local solar as they “generally have 

power to sell”, he says, and are looking for a 

“solar friendly” retailer who will pay a good 

rate and on-sell that energy in the local area.

Retail customers will pay for energy 

Energy Locals has bought on the wholesale 

market, with any energy bought via feed-in 

tariffs used to offset customer demand.

“We’re selling direct to end customers 

because we won’t reach all the customers 

who could benefit from our product design 

via partners alone,” he says. 

The risk to Merrick’s model is that the 

fixed feed-in tariff paid by Energy Locals can 

be higher than the wholesale price, as was 

the case when Merrick checked the NSW 

market while speaking with EcoGeneration.

The company started marketing its service 

in December and is initially targeting NSW 

and South-East Queensland. 

Some customers have asked for FiTs 

higher than 10c/kWh but Merrick says it isn’t 

that easy. “It’s just like squeezing a balloon 

though — if you go too far above the 

wholesale price … the balloon can burst.” 

Merrick says Energy Locals has talked to 

some solar installers about forming 

partnerships so that they can “sell a package 

rather than just a system”. One agreement 

has already been signed with a NSW installer.

Such agreements, he says, will help them 

“offer a package tailored to the needs of a 

solar customer, which are slightly different 

to a standard grid customer.”

When it comes to installations of solar he 

expects to rely on external capital. “Super 

funds are keen to get into this,” he says. 

having to set up their own licences, 

processes and billing system. 

Organisations can create energy plans for 

their communities and earn revenue.

• The Charge On product allows for 

organisations to raise money with a 

quarterly income stream.

The major retailers are paying feed-in 

tariffs around 5-6 cents per kWh, he says, 

but Energy Locals has set its FiT at 10c. For 

residential customers the result is a net 

saving of 11c on the bill, as the 10c is 

deducted before GST is applied which means 

avoidance of another 1c of GST.

The relatively generous FiT isn’t about 

rewarding customers who have already paid 

for solar, he says, but about making the 

business case better for people who are 

thinking about investing in solar.

“A lot of people see feed-in tariffs 

dropping and dropping and the bonus 

schemes disappearing, so if we can provide a 

way that strengthens their own personal 

business case for investing in this stuff then 

that’s a good thing to do.”

But how many people have excess solar to 
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FINANCE

FIRST STEP IS FINANCE
Classic Funding Group has seen the opportunity in renewable energy projects  

and streamlined its processes to suit installers and their clients.

Renewable energy generation such as 

solar PV is a neat solution to creeping 

electricity costs but systems are still a major 

item of capital expenditure. When their 

balance sheets are low on cash, businesses 

or households that want to tap into cheap 

clean energy can either keep saving for a 

system — and pay inflated utilities bills along 

the way — or borrow.

Sydney-based lender Classic Funding 

Group started financing green energy in 

2014 and will lend for solar, energy efficient 

lighting, power monitoring and control, hot 

water systems and insulation and upgrades 

to heating and cooling systems — if it thinks 

the investment looks solid. That means 

solvent borrowers and sturdy systems. If 

everything adds up, approval can be granted 

in 15 minutes.

“Where we differ from the banks is we can 

do much faster turnaround [on approvals],” 

says Classic Funding Group clean energy 

finance business development manager 

Hamish McMinn.

The methodology in the approvals process 

includes an installer’s prediction of savings 

based on system efficiency and the number 

of sun hours, among other factors. In some 

circumstances those who are inquiring to 

borrow for residential systems don’t even 

have to provide financial information such as 

payslips or proof of income (although the 

lender makes a credit assessment using 

other means). For commercial borrowers, no 

financial details are required for systems up 

to $75,000 in most situations. 

Classic’s online calculator for residential 

applications calculates the repayment 

amounts for system size and cost. For 

commercial installations, decisions are 

based more on loan serviceability. If there 

are no issues then funding is approved, 

subject to a few conditions. A business’s 

reputation may also be checked online and in 

some cases meetings are held with 

management to determine whether sales 

include storage. “It’s becoming more 

popular and we’ve done a few now,” he says. 

“What we’re finding is there are people who 

wait until the technology has proven track 

record, and is also cheaper.” Classic also 

applies a tier regime to batteries.

Finance is also available for energy 

efficiency upgrades, including upgrades to 

LED, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 

systems and “anything that reduces cost of 

energy and is clean”.

More than 2,300 clean energy 

transactions have been completed since 

then, for a total $29 million, but Classic 

won’t say what the split is between 

commercial and residential.

The largest transaction was $329,000, 

approved more than two years ago for an 

engineering firm that replaced grid 

electricity with clean energy and bought a 

fleet of electric vehicles. The smallest loan 

was for $2,151, which went towards a 

residential system.

Interest on borrowed funds can range 

between about 5% and 14.8%, depending on 

a customer’s credit profile, financed amount 

and the term of the loan.

Processes and requirements differ greatly 

between financiers, he says. Some require 

full financials while others have low-doc 

options; some require security over the real 

estate and others don’t. Approval times vary, 

with some financiers taking days or weeks to 

make a credit decision while others can do it 

within minutes. Secure online document 

signing allows for much faster turnaround 

than some lenders’ requirement for printed, 

signed and posted paperwork.

Providers of zero or low-interest payment 

plans typically charge the solar company a 

merchant fee, he says, which the solar 

company either absorbs or includes in the 

system price. While the interest rate is zero 

or lower, the overall cost of the system may 

be higher. Documentation fees and account 

keeping fees also need to be considered. 

practices complement the lender’s values.

Installers must be accredited with Classic 

Funding before they can offer finance to 

their customers. Classic’s list includes 115 

installers and counting.

Loans are available up to seven-year 

terms and money is only lent for systems 

with graded technology. “Panels and 

inverters have to be at least tier two for us 

to fund them,” McMinn says.

Depending on a borrower’s electricity cost 

and how much saving is achieved by 

installing solar, a system could be cash-flow 

positive from day one, he says.

READY, SET, GO
Installers sometimes view the domestic and 

commercial-industrial markets as vastly 

different, but a lender who sifts requests for 

finance quickly sees what they have in 

common — the motivation to lower their 

energy bills. “The price of electricity is going 

up regardless, and [residential and 

commercial borrowers] find that a key driver 

[to switch to renewable],” McMinn says.

As householders twig to the benefits of 

batteries as a way to capture solar energy 

for later use, Classic has been fielding more 

requests for funding for systems that 
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POLICY

STATES, NOT CANBERRA, WILL 
HELP US REACH THE RET
A report from Melbourne-based carbon consultancy RepuTex has found Australia can bank on the 

states to get the job done when it comes to switching to renewables, writes Jeremy Chunn.

As the 2020 Renewable Energy Target 

nears, the doubters are beginning to 

look a little smug. Will we make it to 

33,000GWh of clean energy, or 23% of 

generation, in three years’ time? 

It won’t be easy.

But a report from Melbourne-based 

carbon consultancy RepuTex has found 

Australia can bank on the states, not the 

Capital, to get the job done when it comes to 

switching to renewables.

If Queensland, South Australia, Victoria 

and the ACT persevere in reaching their 

renewable energy targets — set higher than 

the federal benchmark — then 55 Terrawatt 

hours of new renewable capacity will be in 

place by 2030, equivalent to increasing the 

federal RET to 35% by 2030, up from about 

23% by 2020.

“It’s not so much that the states are 

supporting the RET but almost the other way 

around,” says RepuTex executive director of 

energy and carbon markets Hugh Grossman. 

“It’s that the states, through their own 

renewable energy targets, are beginning to 

support the federal emissions target.”

A PRICE ON CARBON
Until late last year fans of green energy were 

holding out for the emissions intensity 

scheme as a policy tool to control wayward 

polluters, especially in the electricity sector.

The emissions intensity scheme, or EIS, 

was initially proposed by Malcolm Turnbull as 

leader of the Opposition in 2009, working 

with independent senator Nick Xenophon 

and Danny Price from Frontier Economics. 

The idea grew: it was proposed by Climate 

Change Authority for use in Australia’s 

policy toolkit, supported by Finkel Review in 

its interim report and proposed by the 

Australian Energy Market Commission it in 

its most recent report. 

“Every major energy review that’s been 

supported by the government or proposed 

by the government has put forward the idea 

of an emissions intensity scheme to bring 

some regulatory direction to the market,” 

Grossman says.

But the government squashed the EIS late 

last year when the terms of reference for its 

climate policy were released. “That’s why 

there’s been a lot of backlash, I suppose, 

from most market stakeholders about the 

very quick ruling out of an EIS even before 

the review takes place,” Grossman says.

“Most people view it as quite a logical 

mechanism by which to bring downward 

pressure on prices and the orderly transition 

towards cleaner fuels in the NEM.”

Described simply, the EIS was a baseline 

and credit scheme running against a 

benchmark. If you pump out lower emissions 

than the benchmark you earn credits; if you 

pollute more than is deemed appropriate 

you’ll have to buy credits. “It’s a de facto 

way of putting a price on carbon,” he says.

LOW-HANGING FRUIT
Policing pollution sounds like an almost 

impossible task. What makes it all the more 

curious is that the electricity sector is the 

nation’s largest-emitting industry. “It’s 

probably the source of the cheapest 

emissions reductions,” Grossman says.

Another source of cheap emissions 

reduction is found in every home, office and 

factory, of course, with energy efficiency 

measures that are as simple as replacing 

lighting and adopting a more moderate 

approach to air-conditioning units.

Australia’s emissions reduction target of 

26-28% by 2030 is about equivalent to an 
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abatement task of 990 million tonnes 

between 2020 and 2030. What’s needed 

now, Grossman says, are policy mechanisms 

to divide out that task into achievable 

chunks. “If we take an EIS for the power 

sector off the table, the government has a 

more limited number of policies it can use to 

cut up that pie.”

One of those policies is the Emissions 

Reduction Fund (ERF), and RepuTex’s 

modelling includes an additional $2.5 billion 

for the fund additional to its original — and 

nearly depleted — $2.5 billion.

The Emissions Reduction Fund is “a good 

mechanism”, he says, although it hasn’t been 

enough to reduce Australia’s emissions. On 

the one hand, the Emissions Reduction Fund 

rewards those who cut their polluting 

activities; on the other, it’s “safeguard 

mechanism” (another policy tool) limits the 

abilities of dirty participants to buy cheap 

credits and accelerate their emissions. “The 

basic design is … an incentive mechanism to 

trigger emissions reductions, but it would be 

a waste of money if industry emissions grew, 

because it would wipe out the gains made by 

the Emissions Reduction Fund.”

RepuTex has about 150 customers in 

Australia and the Asia-Pacific region, 

including government organisations and 

agencies, high-emitting industrial companies 

and renewable energy companies.

ARMS RACE
If the efforts of three states and a territory 

can help Australia achieve its clean energy 

target then you wonder why the rest of the 

country, especially NSW and Western 
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Australia, can’t set their sights a little higher 

than the federal benchmark. After all, there’s 

plenty of money and lots of jobs at stake.

“It’s really is an arms race for investment 

between the states that we’re seeing now,” 

Grossman says.

South Australian may cop flak for its high 

renewables target of 50% by 2025 and 

current penetration of 41% but Grossman 

says renewable energy assets have been 

planted there not because of 

overenthusiasm on behalf of the state 

government but because the federal RET 

determined they should be built in optimal 

locations — where the wind blows. 

“If you deleted the South Australian target 

you would still have the same renewables 

investment in South Australia, and that’s 

been driven by the federal RET,” he says. 

“That’s because South Australia has the best 

geography for wind facilities, and therefore 

investment has gone there first.” 
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PROJECT CASE STUDY

STUDENT ENERGY REVOLUTION

A student block solar-and-storage solution may show the way for renters, writes Jeremy Chunn.

Stucco could be any student digs. A vast 

common room has bicycles stacked at 

one end and a herd of sofas at the other, all 

facing a cinema screen that shifts in the 

breeze from open windows. In one corner a 

drum kit, in another a couple of guitars. The 

floor creaks and hasn’t been mopped.

This is Newtown nirvana.

Nearby, young lawyer couples in $2 million 

terraces agonize about global warming and 

look at Tesla Powerwall specs on their ipads.

But at Stucco they’ve gone further than 

that. Up on the roof of the heritage-listed 

former glass factory 114 solar panels take 

power from the sun to feed the energy 

requirements of 40 residents, with any 

unused electricity saved in a bank of 36 

batteries for later use.

A clean energy retrofit in a heritage-listed 

student housing co-operative wasn’t 

straightforward, however. Lawyers were 

required to draft a formal arrangement 

outlining a power purchase agreement 

between the tenants and the co-operative 

and then the Australian Energy Regulator 

had to agree student co-op Stucco was 

allowed to sell electricity generated onsite. 

Lastly, the co-op needed approval to 

become an embedded network, so that the 

Bjorn Sturmberg (holding battery) and Sarah King 
(kneeling, centre) with Stucco residents and project 

managers from Solaray and Enphase Energy.

nine existing meters for the common area 

and eight accommodation units would be 

replaced with one meter for Stucco, through 

which it would access electricity from the 

grid. And that’s where things got held up for 

a few months.

“That ended up being the approval that 

proved hardest to get,” says Bjorn 

Sturmberg, a former resident who led the 

project. “It was unexpected.”

There are plenty of embedded systems in 

apartment blocks elsewhere in Sydney, but 

the hard part for Stucco is that theirs was a 

retrofit — and the AER struggled with that. 

Sturmberg thinks the stumbling block may 

have been the consumer rights issue around 

the tenants’ option of accepting a PPA from 

the co-op or sticking to grid power as usual.

“It took us about six months to figure out 

that that was the thing that was holding this 

whole thing up,” he says. “I think they were 

confused … and [struggled with the concept] 

that Stucco was a co-op and a not-for-profit 

[organisation].”

The AER is used to mediating to what 

extent an embedded network can “take a 

cut”, he says. 

“The fact we were students and a not-for-

profit was all very peculiar to them.”

Sturmberg makes it clear he wasn’t 

pitching the solar-and-battery retrofit 

embedded system as a precedent to the 

AER, “but I think they saw it as a precedent,” 

he says. Either way, he thinks he’s cut a path 

for others to go down. “It is a precedent and 

we want it to be a precedent — and hopefully 

it will be much easier for others [to do the 

same thing].”

In February Sturmberg launched social 

enterprise start-up SunTenants, which 

enables solar to be installed on rental 

properties with the benefits shared fairly 

between landlord and tenant. 

UP ON THE ROOF
Stucco residents are all students at the 

University of Sydney, who qualified for beds 

because they or their families just haven’t 

got the money it takes to live in central 

Sydney. The eight units each include a 

kitchen and bathroom, but there is no air-

conditioning, no dishwashing machines, 

hardly any heaters in winter, three shared 

washing machines and no clothes dryers — 

which explains why washing is draped over 

many of the beams and handrails that 

crisscross the three-storey atrium.

Sturmberg, who’s completed his PhD in 
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PROJECT CASE STUDY

the design”, Sturmberg says, which included 

30kW of solar and 40kW or storage. 

SIMPLE LIVING
Average daily use for the building is 80kWh, 

or 2kWh for each resident — well below the 

average, although that’s mostly to do with 

the meagre offering of modern 

conveniences. “It’s not a high-tech version of 

low-carbon living,” Sturmberg admits. “It’s 

just absenteeism.”

The wall of 36 Enphase batteries is the 

largest installation of the brand’s 1.2kWh 

storage units in the world, and installers 

took just 11 minutes to plug the 20kg units 

into place. Trina Honey panels were used.

Sturmberg calls up the Enphase Enlighten 

software on his laptop to show solar 

generation, battery storage levels and 

consumption by 15-minute increments. It’s 

been overcast, so the chart shows a “pretty 

underwhelming kind of day,” he says. He 

flips back in time to the previous day, which 

shows a typical hump shape for solar 

generation peaking at noon, with morning 

and evening peaks for consumption. The 

batteries lasted to 1am that day, and 

Sturmberg goes back a few weeks to call up 

days where stored energy lasted into the 

first peak of the following day. “I find this 

stuff super interesting,” he says.

The Enlighten platform’s other strength is 

troubleshooting, where a local installer or 

Enphase technician on the other side of the 

world can access the system online and 

isolate issues down to panel or battery level.

The simple graphic representation of 

energy supply and demand cuts through 

with the gang at Stucco. “It’s perfect for us,” 

says King. “You can change your behaviour. 

Without it you’re guessing, really.” 

physics, had first stab at designing the 

system and installation was carried out by 

NSW company Solaray. In January, the 

system’s first full calendar month, 3.5MWh 

of electricity was produced, “which is 

equivalent to 62 trees,” Sturmberg says. His 

estimate for monthly consumption is about 

2.5MWh. The co-op expects the system to 

have paid for itself in six or seven years.

January brought intense sunshine and 

half the residents were on holiday, says 

Stucco president and social work student 

Sarah King, so there’s no expectation 

generation will regularly exceed 

consumption. Stucco’s energy bill for 

January, for the entire building, was about 

$130. The building receives a feed-in tariff of 

7.2c/kWh from its electricity retailer.

SwitchDin billing software will split the 

cost between units by consumption.

The target is for 80% self-sufficiency and 

students are each expected to save $35 a 

month on their electricity bills. 

The $120,000 system was paid for with a 

grant from the City of Sydney of $80,000, 

on the condition Stucco raise half that 

amount again. 

Solaray won the tender and “really liked 

“It is a precedent and 
we want it to be a 
precedent — and 
hopefully it will be 
much easier for others 
[to do the same thing]”

Right: Three days worth of reporting from the Enlighten program show reassuringly 
predictable levels of solar generation, electricity consumption and battery storage. 
On each day some of the previous day’s solar energy was consumed well into the 
following morning as the batteries were slowly discharged. When the sun comes up 
again, the batteries are charged from near-empty or empty.

The 36 Enphase AC batteries  
constitute the largest installation of  

the brand’s 1.2kWh units in the world.

Above: Generation starts with 114 Trina Honey modules on the roof of the heritage 
listed former glass factory in Newtown, central Sydney.
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LET ME SHOW YOU  
HOW IT’S DONE…
A Danish island has converted to 100% renewable energy 

thanks to the tenacity and good humour of a local farmer, 

writes Andrew Bray.

As a lump of coal passed from the 

Treasurer into the hands of the Deputy 

Prime Minister in the federal Parliament, so 

too did Australian energy politics pass from 

mere paralysis into sheer absurdity. 

If Australia is to climb out of its current 

abyss, one thing we desperately need is to 

be rescued from our own insularity.

Every developed country on the globe is 

struggling with the challenge of how to 

achieve a carbon-free electricity system 

before we cook the planet. 

Søren Hermansen had the moxy to  
convert a little island to 100% clean energy so 

maybe the same can happen on our big island?

100% RENEWABLE

What are the stories of success? Are there 

communities willing to embrace changes 

that offer both opportunity and challenge in 

equal measure?

Above all, where can we find examples  

of mature processes where decision makers 

are straight with the public about the 

challenges of energy transition but support 

them to find solutions?

Søren Hermansen is a farmer and 

community energy expert from the small 

Danish island of Samsø, population 4,000. 

With self-deprecating and laconic humour he 

tells the inspiring story of how Samsø kicked 

fossil-fuel dependency and became a 100% 

renewable energy island in just 10 years. 

With achievements like this, Hermansen is 

bewildered by the quagmire of Australian 

energy policy.

“There are a lot of things going on [in 

parliament] but not really any efficient 

decision making,” Hermansen said. 

“Everyone’s blaming the other guys for not 

being in serious charge of what is happening. 

Many of the policies here are very short 

term. This is not good for the integration of 

such a big, important framework of our 

society, which is energy.”

UP THERE, DOWN HERE
Hermansen has been on a month-long tour 

of Australia. From the corridors of federal 

parliament, to the 2017 Community Energy 

Conference in Melbourne and country towns 

throughout NSW, Victoria and South 

Australia, Hermansen has been telling his 

island’s story of people coming together and 

using energy transformation as a process to 

reinvigorate their community.

The agricultural town of Inverell, in the 

New England tablelands, NSW, was one place 

his message struck a chord. In a crowded 

meeting at the local RSM Club, Hermansen 

captivated the local audience. Despite being 

on the other side of the world, Samsø’s 

struggles with fundamental economic and 

social changes didn’t feel so far away from 

what a modest-sized town in northern NSW 

was facing. The locals were all ears. 

The impetus for Samsø’s transition was 

Danish environment policy. The 1973 oil 

supply shocks hit Denmark hard and the risk 

of dependence on foreign energy was made 

clear. With cross-party cooperation the 

Danes increased their energy efficiency and 

adopted a more diversified energy supply. 

This drove massive innovation and the birth 

of a now globally-dominant wind sector.

In 1997 at the international climate 

meeting, COP3, the Danish government 

committed to dramatically cut its 

greenhouse gas emissions. It was looking for 

a “test bed” where it could try out new ideas 

and prove the kind of energy transformation 

they required was possible. They had the 

good sense to put their faith in local 

ingenuity and not government directives.

THE CATALYST
The Ministry of Environment ran a 

competition, looking for a small community 

that could switch to 100% renewable energy 
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100% RENEWABLE

Andrew Bray is national coordinator of 
the Australian Wind Alliance.

in just 10 years. Samsø’s entry was 

submitted by a small band of enterprising 

locals, promising a mix of wind and solar 

power and bioenergy for heating. 

Winning the competition was just the 

start. Convincing a sceptical and 

conservative rural community was going  

to be the real challenge.

Samsø was struggling with the decline of 

its staple industries. One of the island’s 

biggest employers, the abattoir, had recently 

closed leading to job losses and an exodus of 

young people to the mainland.

Fear from uncertainty was setting in. And 

many of those who still had jobs, such as 

mechanics looking after the oil-based 

heating system, were keen to see things stay 

just as they were.

How to convince people to change? That 

task fell to Hermansen.

At the first town hall meeting, he laid out 

the 100% renewable vision. A chorus of 

silently folded arms was the reply. More 

persuasion was clearly going to be required. 

Hermansen asked people, “What might be in 

it for you?” To the mechanic he asked, “If we 

changed the entire island’s heating system 

to a biomass system, there’d be a lot of work 

involved in that, wouldn’t it? Who do you 

think might do that work?”

People started to listen.

“And who is going to own this new 

equipment?” he continued. “Perhaps if we 

owned these turbines and these systems 

ourselves we could actually make some 

money out of them?”

STEP TWO
After getting enough people on side, 

completing these first installations 

successfully and within budget was critical  

to nudging forward the slow and gradual 

process of winning community acceptance.

Household heating changed from oil to 

biomass using excess local straw as fuel, 

providing an extra income source for local 

farmers and resulting in significant 

reductions in power bills for local 

home-owners.

Eleven on-shore wind turbines were built 

to take advantage of the island’s superb 

wind resources. Shares in the wind turbines 

were sold to local residents who were 

attracted by solid financial returns. 

Next, the island built an array of 10 off-

shore wind turbines, again owned by a mix  

of community members. When they were 

built it was the largest off-shore wind farm  

in the world.

When asked by the audience if there was 

any local opposition to the project, 

Hermansen replied, “A wind turbine is 

different when you own it. Our turbines look 

very beautiful. They don’t kill any birds and 

they don’t even make any noise!” 

There were sceptics at the start but 

community buy-in was essential with the 

wind turbines owned by a mix of private 

owners, investors, the local council and 

cooperatives. 

“We live in a small community, so it’s very 

important that we share the ownership,” 

Hermansen said. For the onshore wind 

turbines, the idea was that if you could see 

the turbine from your window, you could sign 

on as a co-investor. This sharing of benefits 

ameliorated discontent as everyone stood to 

gain from the project.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Hermansen is passionate about the new 

economic benefits that flowed through the 

community as a result of the island’s energy 

transformation, from the tradesmen who 

experienced a sudden boom in installing 

insulation to the plumbers who moved into 

installing heat pumps with new trade skills 

needed and employment opportunities 

Above: The island relies on 11 onshore and 10 offshore 
wind turbines for 100% of its electricity. 

created. Community ownership of renewable 

energy is a concept with real relevance to 

communities in NSW townships Inverell and 

Glen Innes with the 270MW Sapphire Wind 

Farm being constructed nearby. 

The developers, CWP Renewables, are 

exploring local interest for models of 

community ownership. Time will reveal the 

success of this idea, but judging by the 

enthralled local audiences, Hermansen’s 

story of energy independence and economic 

rejuvenation hit a mark. 

Hermansen’s calls for a renewable energy 

transformation and the local enthusiasm 

seen in the National Party heartland of 

Inverell stand in stark contrast to the 

politics of blame and the harking back to an 

energy era dominated by coal that 

reverberates from government ministers  

in Canberra. 

But Hermansen insists that Samso Island 

is not a special case – maybe just ahead of 

the curve when it comes to how we think 

about energy. 
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TECH COMP CALL  
OUT FOR BIG IDEAS

TECHNOLOGY COMPETITION

Australian Technologies Competition opens doors, so sign up.

Australia definitely has the smarts when it 

comes to clean energy technology, but 

most people would agree we struggle when 

it comes to pushing big ideas onto the world.

The renewable energy industry is in its 

nascent phase, however — with a long way to 

go before coal and oil are consigned to 

history — and who’s to say some of the big 

names of tomorrow won’t have originated 

right here? That’s the plan if the Australian 

Technologies Competition has any sway.

“There are plenty of good ideas that 

originate in Australia,” says competition 

organiser John O’Brien. “As ever, we are not 

necessarily the best at taking them to 

market — but it’s starting to improve.”

The competition includes 10 categories 

but readers of EcoGeneration will be 

primarily interested in the New Energy and 

Smart Cities divisions.

MAKO Turbines was 
runner-up last year 
in New Energy slot.

Last year, energy optimisation software 

company Wattwatchers took first place in 

the New Energy slot and Independent 

Products won the Smart Cities top honour 

for its ingenious energy-saving air-

conditioner retrofit.

The tournament is on again, 2017 being 

the competition’s seventh year, and anyone 

with a big idea should prepare to enter 

between late March and the middle of May.  

A shortlist will be announced around mid-

June, when qualifying entrants are matched 

with mentors and the real work begins.

The mentoring program is free for 

shortlisted companies and the aim is to help 

them develop their business plan. “The 

mentoring is really focused on the business 

side of the company,” O’Brien says. “OK, 

you’ve got a good technology, now let’s try 

to help you be a good business.”

Following a boot camp in August and 

another round of judging in September, the 

finalists get to deliver live pitches to a panel 

of judges and participate in quick pitches to 

20 investment groups and government 

grants bodies, with each company assigned 

twelve 10-minute meetings.

“Actual investment has resulted from 

those conversations,” says O’Brien, who is 

also managing director of Australian 

CleanTech and Sino CleanTech.

“You get in front of all the government 

grant-making bodies, so a lot of people who 

have been through the program have ended 

up having more success securing grants 

because they’ve gone through this due 

diligence process.”

This year the competition has attracted a 

further boost with the involvement of 

Climate-KIC Australia, which is funding the 

New Energy and Smart Cities categories.

Climate-KIC began in Europe with the 

Above: Last year’s top honour in the New Energy 
category went to Wattwatchers.

support of the European Union and O’Brien 

sees the involvement of the Australian  

arm — funded by state governments of  

South Australia, Victoria and NSW — as a 

possible opportunity for engagement with 

European markets.

“We’ve done a lot of work opening access 

to Chinese markets and taking a lot of 

companies up there, out of the competition, 

and we’re off to Latin America later this year 

with some of the companies as well,” he 

says, “so Climate-KIC’s involvement opens 

up global markets.” 

For entry details, go 
to austechcomp.com
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SYSTEM SECURITY

USHERING IN THE FUTURE 
OF UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR
MPower and Broadspectrum have formed a partnership to find ways to ensure  

stability in large-scale solar plants, writes Jeremy Foster.

Something as simple as a cloudy sky can 

spell trouble for solar power systems, 

introducing uncertainty into the energy 

network. This can be inconvenient in a 

residential setting but it poses a much higher 

risk to critical infrastructure like airports.

That’s the challenge MPower looked to 

address in Western Australia with the 1MW 

solar farm at Karratha Airport — keeping all 

systems operational, even when the weather 

didn’t want to cooperate. 

The solution is a battery storage system 

featuring advanced cloud prediction 

technology that tracks cloud cover, 

maximising the performance of the solar 

power system while minimising fluctuations 

to the grid.

The project, incorporating MPower’s grid 

stability system and funded by the 

Australian Renewable Energy Agency 

(ARENA), was one of the first commercial 

applications of this cloud prediction 

technology in the country.

For years, MPower has been on the cutting 

edge of leveraging emerging technologies to 

support renewable energy projects. Now, 

through a newly established consortium with 

Broadspectrum, MPower is looking to apply 

that expertise on a much larger scale.

PREPARING FOR AUSTRALIA’S 
SOLAR FUTURE
In February MPower and Broadspectrum 

announced the formation of a consortium 

charged with tackling large-scale solar 

projects in Australia. Both organisations 

bring their strengths to this endeavour, with 

Broadspectrum — an asset management and 

integrated solutions provider with over six 

decades of experience and a presence 

across Australia — taking charge on 

construction activities. MPower is leveraging 

expertise with innovative renewable 

technologies for engineering and design.

“We’re bringing that skill set and 

Jeremy Foster, 
is senior writer 
technology at 
Castleford 
Content 
Marketing.

experience to the consortium based on the 

projects we’ve done before, and 

Broadspectrum — because of its size — is 

bringing the extra grunt required to actually 

build, finance and commercially manage 

those large capital projects,” says MPower 

head of renewables John McCudden.

“Essentially, we are combining two quite 

different strengths — adding one plus one to 

get three instead of two.”

The consortium was marked by the 

execution of a binding Memorandum of 

Understanding, outlining each organisation’s 

role in identifying, pursuing and constructing 

solar installations throughout Australia.

A STRONG FOUNDATION  
OF INNOVATION
Solar power is still at a transitional stage in 

Australia. Before it can reach its full 

potential there are several challenges to 

overcome. One of the most significant 

among these is grid stability, especially when 

it comes to utility-scale projects. A 

renewable system could offset massive 

amounts of carbon, but public sentiment will 

turn against it if the lights go out.

This is a concern MPower and 

Broadspectrum are striving to address 

through the consortium, harnessing 

innovative technologies for energy storage 

and grid stability management. This area of 

focus will help establish utility-scale solar as 

a viable path forward, much like the cloud 

prediction system did at Karratha Airport.

“At MPower, we have built up a track 

record of success with integrating exciting 

new technologies into localised projects, 

overcoming complex challenges in the 

process,” McCudden says.

“Thanks to this consortium with 

Broadspectrum, we’re looking forward to 

using this culture and appetite for leading-

edge innovation to address the challenges 

facing Australia on a much larger scale.”

MAKING UTILITY-SCALE  
SOLAR WORK
There are certain solar projects that just 

perform incredibly well. They’re in an 

excellent location with few obstacles to that 

outcome. Others, however, face complex 

challenges. These are the projects that 

MPower has successfully commissioned on 

the local level, and what the consortium  

with Broadspectrum is targeting for the 

utility level.

By nature of their impact on a much larger 

user base, these projects require greater 

stability, must meet more critical objectives 

and need to remain cost effective. That has 

been a challenge with pioneering new 

innovations, but each success helps build a 

technological and financial foundation for 

future efforts. By combining 

Broadspectrum’s capabilities with MPower’s 

technological expertise, the consortium will 

address these obstacles and demonstrate 

how utility-scale solar can be made more 

economically viable.

“The projects we’ve been a part of prove 

that new innovative technologies can 

address concerns about how renewable 

energy plants connect into the larger 

environment,” McCudden says. “We’re doing 

our part to drive down the cost of building 

renewable energy plants, and this reduction 

will be accelerated because of the 

consortium with Broadspectrum.” 
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INDUSTRY FORUM
 BRISBANE CONVENTION 
AND EXHIBITION CENTRE11 MAY 2017

Book your tickets now at  
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/solarforum

Featuring in-depth sessions on everything from resource assessment 
to grid connection, this full-day conference is an essential professional 
development opportunity for anyone already working in, or looking to  
move in to the large-scale solar industry.

Join Australia’s large-scale solar specialists at the Clean Energy 
Council’s inaugural Large-scale Solar Industry Forum. 
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LARGE-SCALE SOLAR ROUNDTABLE
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LARGE-SCALE SOLAR ROUNDTABLE

The amount of large-scale solar needed to keep 

Australia on track to meet the Renewable Energy 

Target is truly vast. But why stop there? A nation 

with resources like ours would be crazy not to 

build as much photovoltaic generation as it could 

afford. Understanding that funding is the key to a 

clean energy future, EcoGeneration asked four 

industry experts for their take on the outlook for 

large-scale solar investment.

POWERED
BY THE SUN … 

AND 
MONEY
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Investment in green energy around the world fell in 2016 (on 

Bloomberg data). Why do you think there is value in the 

Australian market?

Simon Kidston, Genex Power: The adverse climatic consequences of 

coal- and gas-fired energy production have resulted in a transition 

towards renewable energy on a global scale. Coinciding with this is 

the current political focus on promoting renewables and energy 

storage in Australia. Unlike many other developed countries the 

Australian renewable energy industry is in its infancy. Coupled with 

various aggressive renewable energy targets set by the federal and 

state governments, there is expected to be significant growth in the 

sector in the next few years.

Andrew Smith, NAB: The combination of some of the world’s best 

renewable resources (wind and irradiation), relatively low renewable 

penetration levels by global standards, supportive federal Renewable 

Energy Target (RET) and COP21 targets are propelling significant 

investment into the Australian clean energy sector. The 

attractiveness of the market is driving an influx of investor interest, 

particularly experienced investors from Europe and China who are 

looking for the “next” market.

Dr Tim Nelson, AGL: Australia has some of the best renewable 

resources of any country in the world. There is also a strong rationale 

for investment with both the Commonwealth and state governments 

providing investment signals.

Gloria Chan, CEFC: Australia’s electricity system is experiencing 

significant new investment, with renewable energy being introduced 

LARGE-SCALE SOLAR ROUNDTABLE

at scale, replacing ageing infrastructure 

while also contributing to the achievement of 

Australia’s carbon reduction commitments. 

This investment is critical, with Australia 

having one of the highest emitting electricity 

sectors in the world. 

The cost of producing electricity from 

renewable energy sources has declined over 

recent years, and is generally agreed to be 

on a rapid downward cost trajectory. The 

CEFC is working with a diverse range of 

investors in accelerating the development 

and delivery of renewable energy projects. 

Renewed investor interest recognises 

Australia’s natural advantages, including 

abundant sunshine and wind resources. 

What do you look for in a project to 

consider it appropriate for investment?

Kidston, Genex Power: The key factor to 

consider is location. For instance, the 

Kidston Renewable Energy Hub in North 

Queensland is an ideal site. It is situated in 

the highest solar resource region in the 

country with a pre-existing grid connection. 

This results in a very high capacity factor 

with minimal infrastructure investment 

(capex/MWh is one of the lowest in the 

country at $793). 

Smith, NAB: In order for us to form a view 

on project bankability we carefully consider 

the sponsors, the project underlying 

economics, proposed technology, level of 

market risk, contractual structures/general 

risk allocations, ESG-related matters and the 

strength of project counter-parties. 

A key diligence item for us is the 

technology and this is where we believe we 

have an edge. In addition to advice from the 

lenders’ technical adviser we benefit from 

skilled internal engineers with deep industry 

experience who help us determine whether 

the technology risks are acceptable. This is 

particularly important given technology is 

moving so quickly.

Nelson, AGL: It is important that the project 

has solid foundations — a good energy 

resource (it helps if it is a particularly sunny 

or wind spot!); reasonable access to existing 

transmission corridors; and strong market 

fundamentals (such as energy pricing).

Chan, CEFC: We’re building a project 

portfolio that is diverse by location, 

technology, project sponsors and energy 

purchasers. In addition to the bankability of 

our investments, we are also influenced by 

the broader benefits a project will bring to 

the Australian economy. This means we’re 

looking at how a project reduces emissions, 

how it is helping move clean energy 

In order for us to form a view on project 
bankability we consider the sponsors, underlying 
economics, technology, market risk, ESG-related 
matters and the counter-parties.

— Andrew Smith, NAB

Rank Company name Count Credit ($USm) Table share (%)

1 AGL Energy 1 383.99 34.02

2 Abdullatif Latife Jameel Group LLC (FRV) 3 244.69 21.68

3 Australian Renewable Energy Agency 8 144.75 12.82

4 Genex Power 1 94.17 8.34

5 Elecnor Australia 1 26.68 2.36

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

SPONSOR (EQUITY/GRANT PARTICIPANT) LEAGUE TABLE

Disclosed deal values for Australia large-scale solar assets (“new build” investments only).
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technologies down the cost curve, or how it 

is bringing diversity into our energy mix. We 

also consider projects that encourage 

innovation, build capability and broaden 

expertise in the clean energy space. 

Are super funds warming to renewables, in 

particular large-scale solar? If so, why? 

Kidston, Genex Power: We have seen strong 

investment appetites from super funds. 

There is a growing knowledge base 

surrounding renewable projects and the 

technology is now readily understood. Funds 

are attracted to these assets as they provide 

long-term stable returns and are aligned 

with the thematic of carbon reduction.

Smith, NAB: In short, yes. Globally, we are 

seeing super funds invest into large-scale 

solar in a number of ways including direct 

investment (either at asset level or through 

platform companies) or indirectly through 

public and private pooled investment 

vehicles. The attraction for super funds is 

the long-term stable and sometimes 

indexed-linked cash flows. 

Internationally, we have seen PSP 

Investments and the Ontario Teachers’ 

Pension Plan form Cubico Sustainable 

Investments, through which they invest in a 

LARGE-SCALE SOLAR ROUNDTABLE

range of technologies including solar PV. Domestically, we have seen 

a few examples including QIC and Future Fund investing through 

AGL’s PARF platform and also [super fund] REST directly into the 

Collgar wind farm.

We are also witnessing an increase in what we call the “rise of 

investors seeking to invest for purpose”. That is, investors wanting a 

societal impact in addition to a financial return. We witnessed this 

demand in our 5.5-year €500 million green bond which saw strong 

green and SRI participation with 90% of the book being allocated to 

this investor group (30% to insurance and pension funds).

Nelson, AGL: Absolutely. There is significant interest from investors 

in utility-scale renewables, as evidenced by the launch of the  

$1 billion Powering Australian Renewables Fund (PARF) investment 

vehicle. Interest from superannuation funds was one of the factors 

that led to the development of the PARF concept by AGL Energy.

Chan, CEFC: We’re seeing a growing appetite for renewable energy-

based investment opportunities to meet super fund members’ 

growing demands for responsible, sustainable and ethical 

investments. The CEFC has invested in the $500 million Palisade 

Renewable Energy Fund, which is aiming to provide mid-tier 

institutional investors with easier access to renewable energy 

investment opportunities, as they lack the scale to be direct 

investors. The CEFC and Palisade are also seeking to finance a $1 

billion renewable energy portfolio, providing co-investment 

opportunities for larger institutional investors. 

We’re seeing a growing appetite for renewable 
energy-based investment opportunities to meet 
super fund members’ growing demands for 
responsible, sustainable and ethical investments.

— Gloria Chan, CEFC

If the National Energy Market is substantially redesigned in years 

to come, how might this affect the value of existing renewable 

energy assets?

Kidston, Genex Power: Existing projects with PPA arrangements are 

unlikely to be affected by changes in the NEM. Overall, as renewable 

projects have short-run margin cost of zero it is unlikely any changes 

to the NEM will adversely affect renewable projects.

Smith, NAB: Without knowing what the changes are it is  

difficult to answer.

Nelson, AGL: I don’t see the NEM being substantially redesigned. 

Rather than creating further distortions on the operation of the 

electricity market (by implementing capacity markets and the like), it 

may be preferential for policymakers to alter the design of climate 

change policies or renewable energy obligations to ensure 

unintended consequences for “energy-only” markets are avoided. 

Intermittent, non-contractible generation (wind, solar, etc) could be 

required to contract with complementary plant such as open-cycle 

Gloria Chan leads the large-scale  
solar financing program at the  
Clean Energy Finance Corporation.  
She is a director in corporate and 
project finance at the CEFC and was 
previously a director at the 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia. 
Gloria has worked in project and 
corporate finance across a variety of 
sectors, including renewables, utilities, 
mining and mining infrastructure, and 
oil and gas. She is also a solicitor to the 
Supreme Court of NSW. 
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gas turbine, advanced batteries or pumped hydro to create a 

“synthetic financial generator” capable of bidding into the spot 

market and participating in forward derivative markets. This could be 

achieved through a market mechanism (such as a “firm capacity 

right” certificate which would be required to be stapled to renewable 

generation facilitating some proportion of the capacity being “firm”) 

or a generator registration mechanism.

This development is necessary for at least two reasons: it would 

facilitate retail market innovation and competition by ensuring that 

sufficient price mitigation hedging tools are available; and it would 

allow the “synthetic financial generator” to optimise investment to 

ensure the right lower capacity factor plant is forthcoming to 

complement renewables (rather than the sub-optimal use of higher 

duty incumbent plant that is not suited to such operation). Renewable 

generators would be better able to participate in the market and be 

less reliant upon subsidies.

Chan, CEFC: Australia’s energy mix can incorporate higher levels of 

clean energy with strengthened transmission, better demand 

management systems and increased storage capacity. Renewable 

LARGE-SCALE SOLAR ROUNDTABLE

either an ARENA grant or CEFC funding. 

Over the past 15 years NAB has committed 

over $5.8 billion in finance to the renewable 

energy sector globally. As the number one 

arranger of project finance in the Australian 

market, we believe that the clean energy 

sector has and will continue to receive 

private sector support.

Nelson, AGL: Long-term and durable  

climate and energy policy is the only  

pre-requisite. Achieving a 26-28% reduction 

in emissions by 2030 relative to 2005 levels 

will require significant deployment of 

renewables. Therefore, as long as a sensible, 

long-term approach to climate and energy 

policy is taken, projects will continue to  

be forthcoming. 

Chan, CEFC: We continue to see our role  

as a catalyst to new investment in delivering 

a clean energy system of the future — one 

that ensures that the objective of 

sustainability is viewed alongside those of 

security and affordability. 

What is the potential for political debate 

to undermine investor value?

With retailers beginning to write PPAs for 
projects, it is expected that standard solar and 
wind projects will soon be viable without any 
government funding.

— Simon Kidston, Genex Power

energy offers an immediate and cost effective means of reducing 

Australia’s electricity emissions. As more renewable energy is 

delivered at scale, and at reduced cost, it is inevitable that investors 

will extend their focus towards addressing other elements of our 

electricity infrastructure.

One important area is large-scale storage, such as batteries and 

pumped hydro storage, and this is a new area of focus for the CEFC, 

working alongside ARENA. We also see strong opportunities for 

behind-the-meter solutions, to enable increased solar and storage, as 

well as demand response solutions as core components of a resilient 

network. New business models that use innovation and technology to 

unlock more value from distributed energy resources, as well as 

frequency control services, all have a role to play. 

What would need to happen for projects to go ahead confidently 

without any government support at all, in a world without ARENA 

or the CEFC?

Kidston, Genex Power: The establishment of agencies such as 

ARENA and CEFC were a necessity when the cost of renewable 

projects was prohibitively high. There has been a continual decline in 

the cost of renewables, aided by the exponential decline in the cost 

of equipment. Projects are now on the cusp of being economic to 

operate without any government funding. With retailers beginning to 

write PPAs for projects, it is expected that standard solar and wind 

projects will soon be viable without any government funding. 

Smith, NAB: I think we are seeing that already. We are aware of a 

number of large-scale solar projects that are proceeding without 

Simon Kidston has an investment 
banking background with more than 
20 years’ global experience with 
groups such as Macquarie Bank, 
HSBC and Helmsec Global Capital. 
Simon is a co-founder and executive 
director of Genex Power and has 
responsibility for project finance and 
business development. After reaching 
financial close for the 50MW Kidston 
Solar Project he is focused on 
securing funding arrangements for 
the 250MW Kidston Pumped Storage 
Hydro Project and the 270MW 
Kidston Solar Project.
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Kidston, Genex Power: Any political uncertainty surrounding the 

Renewable Energy Target will detrimentally affect investor 

confidence and hence investment into the sector. Retailer’s appetite 

for PPAs, which are essential for project financing, would evaporate 

if there is perceived uncertainty surrounding the RET.

Smith, NAB: Political and regulatory stability is paramount for 

investors across the entire capital stack. This has been particularly 

evident in Australia and we only have to look at the levels of 

investment since the revised RET was agreed to prove this point. 

Nelson, AGL: This is one of the most preventable issues within the 

control of policymakers. Long-term credible policy is a necessity for 

these types of long-lived infrastructure investments. 

Lastly, what is the outlook for merchant models versus PPAs? 

Debt versus equity? Long tenor versus short?

Kidston, Genex Power: Banks are showing signs of warming towards 

merchant models. However, to date projects are still able to support 

much more debt if a PPA is in place. The tenor of project debt will 

largely depend on the length of the PPA. Further, European banks 

have shown an appetite for longer tenor debt whereas local banks 

have only been comfortable with traditional mini-perm structures.

Smith, NAB: As projects tend to have an economic life of about  

25-plus years it’s fair to say that all projects face an element of 

merchant risk — the question is just how much. Whilst there are some 

developers pursuing a full merchant model we find that this is 

generally a short-term strategy as the developers are seeking to 

benefit from current high LGC prices, opportunistically time the PPA 

market or are intending to sell the asset on a “PPA free” basis to 

allow the incoming investors the flexibility to contract as they see fit. 

Long-term credible policy is a necessity for these types  
of long-lived infrastructure investments.

— Dr Tim Nelson, AGL Energy

Dr Tim Nelson is the chief economist 
at AGL Energy. He is a member of the 
Westpac Stakeholder Advisory 
Council and the Grattan Institute 
Energy Reference Group. Tim is an 
adjunct associate professor at Griffith 
University. He holds a PhD in 
economics, for which he earned a 
Chancellor’s Doctoral Research 
Medal, and first-class honours degree 
in economics. Tim is also a qualified 
Chartered Secretary (AGIA and ACIS).

See which way 
the wind blows
The 2017 wind map can  
be downloaded at the 
EcoGeneration website or hard 
copies are available for $19 from 
query@ecogeneration.com.au
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TASMANIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
29 Bluff Point Wind Farm, Woolnorth Wind Farm Holdings, 2002, 65MW, 37, Vestas
30 King Island (Huxley Hill) Wind Farm, Hydro Tasmania, 1998, 2.5MW, 3; 2, Nordex; Vestas
31 Musselroe Wind Farm, Hydro Tasmania, 2013, 168MW, 56, Vestas32 Studland Bay Wind Farm, Woolnorth Wind Farm Holdings, 2007, 75MW, 25, Vestas

VICTORIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
33 Ararat Wind Farm, RES Australia, TBA, 240MW, 75, GE34 Bald Hills Wind Farm, Mitsui, 2015, 107MW, 52, Senvion35 Challicum Hills Wind Farm, PacificHydro, 2003, 52MW, 35, NEG Micon36 Chepstowe Wind Farm, Future Wind, 2015, 6MW, 3, Senviron37 Codrington Wind Farm, PacificHydro, 2001, 18MW, 14, AN Bonus38 Coonooer Bridge, Windlab Limited, 2016, 20MW, 6, Vestas39 Hepburn Community Wind Farm, Hepburn Community Wind Park Co-operative, 2011, 4MW, 2, REpower

40 Macarthur Wind Farm, AGL and Morrison & Co, 2013, 420MW, 140, Vestas41 Mortons Lane Wind farm, CGN Wind Energy, 2012, 19.5MW, 13, Goldwind42 Mt Gellibrand Wind Farm, Acciona Energy, TBA, 132MW, 63, Acciona Windpower
43 Mt Mercer Wind Farm, Meridian Energy, 2014, 131MW, 64, REpower44 Oaklands Hill Wind Farm, AGL, 2012, 67MW, 32, Suzlon45 Portland Wind Farm (Cape Bridgewater Stage 2), PacificHydro, 2008, 58MW, 29, REpower
46 Portland Wind Farm (Cape Nelson South Stage 3), PacificHydro, 2009, 44MW, 22, REpower
47 Portland Wind Farm (Cape Sir William Grant and Cape Nelson North) Stage 4, PacificHydro, 2015, 54MW, 23, REpower

48 Portland Wind Farm (Yambuk Stage 1), PacificHydro, 2007, 30MW, 20, NEG Micon
49 Toora Wind Farm, RATCH Australia, 2002, 21MW, 12, Vestas50 Waubra Wind Farm, Acciona Energy, 2009, 192MW, 128, Acciona Windpower
51 Wonthaggi Wind Farm, Regional Wind Farms, 2005, 12MW, 6, Repower

NEW SOUTH WALES
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
52 Blayney Wind Farm, Eraring Energy, 2000, 10MW, 15, Vestas53 Boco Rock Wind Farm, Wind Prospect CWP, 2014, 113MW, 67, GE54 Capital Wind Farm, Infigen Energy, 2009, 141MW, 67, Suzlon55 Crookwell Wind Farm, Eraring Energy, 1998, 4.8MW, 8, Vestas56 Cullerin Range Wind Farm, Origin Energy, 2009, 30MW, 15, REpower57 Gullen Range Wind Farm, Beijing Jingneng Clean Energy and Goldwind,   2014, 165MW, 73, Goldwind58 Gunning Wind Farm, Acciona Energy, 2011, 46MW, 31, Acciona Windpower59 Hampton Wind Park, Hampton Wind Park Company, 2001, 1.3MW, 2, Vestas60 Taralga Wind Farm, CBD Energy/Banco Santander, 2015, 107MW, 51, Vestas

61 White Rock Wind Farm, CECEP Wind Power and Goldwind, TBA, 175MW, 119, Goldwind
62 Woodlawn Wind Farm, Infigen Energy, 2011, 48MW, 23, Suzlon

QUEENSLAND
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer63 Windy Hill Wind Farm, RATCH-Australia, 2000, 12MW, 20, ENERCON

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
12 Canunda Wind Farm, International Power, 2005, 46MW, 23, Vestas13 Cathedral Rocks Wind Farm, Acciona Energy and EnergyAustralia, 2005, 66MW, 33, Vestas
14 Clements Gap Wind Farm, PacificHydro, 2010, 58MW, 27, Suzlon15 Hallett 1 (Brown Hill) Wind Farm, Palisade Investment Partners, 2007, 94MW, 45, Suzlon
16 Hallett 2 (Hallett Hill) Wind Farm, Infrastructure Capital Group, 2007, 71MW, 34, Suzlon
17 Hallett 4 (North Brown Hill) Wind Farm, Energy Infrastructure Investments, 2011, 132MW, 63, Suzlon
18 Hallett 5 (The Bluff) Wind Farm, Eurus Energy, 2012, 52MW, 25, Suzlon19 Hornsdale Wind Farm, Neoen and Megawatt Capital, TBA, 102MW, 32, Siemens
20 Lake Bonney 1, Infigen Energy, 2005, 80MW, 46, Vestas21 Lake Bonney 2, Infigen Energy, 2008, 159MW, 53, Vestas22 Lake Bonney 3, Infigen Energy, 2010, 39MW, 13, Vestas23 Mt Millar Wind Farm, Meridian Energy, 2006, 70MW, 35, ENERCON24 Snowtown Wind Farm Stage 1, TrustPower, 2008, 270MW, 90, Siemens25 Snowtown Wind Farm Stage 2, TrustPower, 2014, 99MW, 47, Suzlon26 Starfish Hill (Cape Jervis) Wind Farm, RATCH-Australia, 2003, 34MW, 23, NEG Micon

27 Waterloo Wind Farm, EnergyAustralia, 2010, 111MW, 37, Vestas28 Wattle Point Wind Farm, Infrastructure Capital Group, 2005, 91MW, 55, Vestas
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Albany Wind Farm, near the town  of the same name in Western Australia.

AGL's Macathur is the largest wind farm in Australia.

The Toora Wind Farm,  
in Gippsland, produces 21MW.

Boco Rock Wind Farm hosts 67 GE turbines.

Gullen Range Wind Farm features Goldwind turbines.

The Bluff, which is part of the Hallett Wind Farm.

3

7

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
1 Albany Wind Farm, Synergy, 2001, 35MW, 18, ENERCON2 Collgar Wind Farm, UBS Global Asset Management, 2011, 206MW, 11, Vestas
3 Denmark Community Wind Farm, Denmark Community Wind Farm, 2013, 1.6MW, 2, ENERCON
4 Emu Downs Wind Farm, Stanwell Corporation, 2006, 80MW, 48, Vestas5 Hopetoun Wind-Diesel Project, Synergy, 2004, 1.2MW, 2, ENERCON6 Kalbarri Wind Project, Synergy, 2007, 1.6MW, 2, ENERCON7 Mt Barker Community Wind farm, Mt Barker Power Co Ltd, 2011, 2.4MW, 3, ENERCON
8 Mumbida Wind Farm, Synergy, TBA, 55MW, 22, GE9 Nine Mile (Esperance) Wind Farm, Synergy, 2003, 3.6MW, 6, ENERCON10 Ten Mile Lagoon (Esperance) Wind Farm, Synergy, 1993, 2MW, 9, Vestas11 Walkaway Wind Farm, Infigen Energy, 2004, 89MW, 54, Vestas 24

25

14

Windy Hill Wind Farm has been operating since 2000.
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For additional copies of this map, and for advertising enquiries, email query@ecogeneration.com.au
NOTE: This map is a schematic representation only and shows approximate location of major wind projects that are operating  

or under construction as of January 2017. It does not show exact project locations.Wind resource map and data provided by 3TIER.The wind resource map overlay shows wind speed at 80 metres above ground and is based on 3TIER’s 5km global wind data set.  

The data set was calculated using an advanced numerical weather prediction model known as Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF).  

Small-scale terrain features were resolved by combining a number of WRF simulations and observations were used to both statistically  

calibrate the model and validate the final data set. For more information visit www.3tier.com
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From a project finance perspective, whilst there is considerable 

liquidity for contracted/semi-contracted projects from commercial 

banks, that liquidity evaporates when faced with unabated full 

merchant risk.

We consider the outlook for debt and equity to be strong. Near- 

and medium-term investment is being buoyed by the RET and various 

state-based initiatives. The three main retailers are also pursuing 

renewables opportunities — whether through a newly created 

dedicated fund or through power purchase agreements with third-

party developers. Long-term investment is expected to be driven by 

domestic COP21 decarbonisation targets.

In terms of short tenor versus long tenor loans, for a project with 

certain characteristics we see a market for both from commercial 

banks. Whether one tenor is more attractive than another really 

depends on how investors balance refinance risk with IRR impacts.

Whilst each investor looks at this differently, we often find that 

investors end up pursuing short tenor debt as they get comfortable 

with refinance risk (once they unpack it) and to take advantage of 

cheaper all-in debt costs. Indeed, in view of the advantageous pricing 

of the shorter debt, the general appetite for longer dated debt in the 

Australian market has been very limited.

Nelson, AGL: The merchant model is effectively dead. Long-term 

PPAs are likely to be less used as well, in my view. It’s all about 

aligning investors with project tenors that suit their risk profiles. 

Retailers and customers are likely to be looking for certainty in the 

short-term whereas super funds are more likely to be less focused on 

short-term certainty but instead be seeking exposure to longer-term 

opportunities. Financing will increasingly become more innovative.

For some time we have articulated a need for “financing 

LARGE-SCALE SOLAR ROUNDTABLE

Andrew Smith is NAB’s global head of 
clean energy. NAB is the No 1 arranger 
of project finance in the Australian 
renewable energy sector and is also 
active in Europe and North America. 
Andrew was previously the London-
based head of NAB’s Specialised 
Finance team and after 11 years 
relocated back to Melbourne. His major 
focus over the past 10 years has been 
providing project and leveraged 
finance to renewable energy 
customers operating in the onshore 
wind, offshore wind, solar PV, landfill 
gas and waste-to-energy sectors.

innovation” to keep up with “technology 

innovation”. The Powering Australian 

Renewables Fund is one of many emerging 

examples of such financing innovation. 

Chan, CEFC: We invest in both debt and 

equity, recognising that projects have 

different financing models. While investors 

tend to prefer long tenor, which we have 

provided to many projects, we also consider 

shorter tenor where requested. As the 

renewable energy sector matures, we are 

seeing more private sector capital entering 

the market, offering terms and conditions 

that support the needs of borrowers while 

making good business sense for investors.

When we first began investing, the lack of 

a Power Purchase Agreement was a major 

impediment to the construction of solar and 

wind farms, but we are now seeing projects 

proceed when only a portion of the supply is 

guaranteed by offtake agreements. 

Ahead, as the sector continues to 

transform, we expect to see corporate 

Australia move towards an even greater 

uptake of renewable energy sources and 

energy efficiency technologies. 

LEAD ARRANGERS (DEBT PROVIDERS) LEAGUE TABLE

Disclosed deal values for Australia large-scale solar assets (“new build” investments only).

Rank Company Name Count Credit ($USm) Table share (%)

1 National Australia Bank 2 87.05 29.93

2 Clean Energy Finance Corporation 5 84.91 29.19

3 Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group 1 66.83 22.97

4 China Investment Corp 1 21.99 7.56

5 ANZ Banking Group 1 20.22 6.95

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

We consider the outlook for debt and equity to be 
strong. Near- and medium-term investment is 
being buoyed by the RET and state initiatives.

— Andrew Smith, NAB
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LARGE-SCALE SOLAR

AUSTRALIAN SOLAR 
TRANSFORMERS SPARK  
NEW INVESTMENT

The pipeline of Australian utility-scale solar projects is surging, attracting more than  

$15 billion of potential investment. A number of key developments are transforming  

the industry, write Ben Willacy and Gero Farruggio.

Australia’s portfolio of large-scale solar 

assets cut a lonely and isolated figure 

only two years ago. Since then, a surge in 

activity has delivered a pipeline of assets 

estimated at over 7.3GW — and growing! 

At the time of writing, 315MW of 

generation is operating, 419MW is either 

under construction or shovel ready and a 

further 6.6GW of projects are in the early 

stages. As expected, Queensland and NSW 

dominate, accounting for 77% of the 

capacity breakdown by region (refer to the 

Solar Map in this issue of EcoGeneration).

Sustainable Energy Resources Analytics 

(SERA) expects over 20 solar farms will 

reach financial close before year-end, 

totalling close to 1GW of capacity and 

requiring about $2 billion of debt and equity 

funding. Of these projects, around 200MW 

will come online this year with the remaining 

capacity scheduled for next year. Beyond 

2018, should all proposed solar farms be 

commissioned, it will require a further $13 

billion in funding over five years.

The early stage project pipeline is growing 

at an accelerating pace. We estimate the 

capacity of projects at the concept to 

detailed design stage has doubled in the past 

six months. These projects are clearly 

Ben Willacy (left) and Gero Farruggio 
are director and managing director of 
Sustainable Energy Research Analytics.

subject to a variety of uncertainties; the 

metrics we use to rank risk include 

development application progress, EPC 

provider, finance, offtake and grid-

connection status. Given the range of risks, 

not all projects will progress at the same 

pace and some may not be developed.

GRANT FUNDING
The Australian government has invested 

over $540 million in grants to kick start the 

domestic large scale solar sector. The return 

is evident; subsidy-driven growth has 

delivered a healthy project pipeline, falling 

costs and increasing domestic proficiency.

COST REDUCTIONS
Solar photovoltaics is working hard to shrug 

a legacy of being a high-cost, low-return 

investment. Much of this is down to the well 

documented fall in global panel costs, which 

accounts for the majority of new 

development costs.

SERA estimates capital intensity in 

Australia has fallen by 70% since operating 

utility solar farms were built. This is a result 

of softening solar module prices and greater 

engineering, procurement and construction 

(EPC) experience.

EPC COMPETITION
With an ever-growing solar project pipeline 

comes increasing EPC competition, and by 

our count there are now 17 companies active 

in the solar engineering, procurement and 

construction space. All are eager to establish 

themselves and all have ambitious annual 

utilization targets. Fortunately, there is 

plenty for them to go after: 85% of future 

project capacity in our SERA Tracker data 

analytics tool is yet to find or publicly 

announce an EPC partner. 

PPA PRICES
As costs have fallen, solar has become an 

increasingly compelling case for utilities. 

Contract prices have fallen by around 55% 

since the ACT feed-in tariff auction award in 

2012. This has led to a greater appetite for 

power purchase agreements (PPAs), 

spurring on project developments.

MERCHANT PRICES
While the majority of operating assets in 

Australia have been developed with a PPA in 

place, Large-scale Generation Certificate 

(LGC) prices are proving to be a major 

catalyst for project development. 

At 90% above the historic average, LGC 

prices are close to the scheme cap and likely 

to remain that way for the medium term. 

This is very positive for short-term project 

economics, attracting new projects to target 

the merchant market. The longer term 

future for LGCs is uncertain, making for 

interesting and volatile PPA negotiations. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR 
PROJECT ECONOMICS?
These “transformers” are having an impact 

on project economics for utility-scale solar, 
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leading to a surge in the commercial viability 

of solar in Australia. Our preferred metric for 

evaluating a project is the SERA B1 

Breakeven price. This is the real average 

price required, over the lifetime of an asset, 

to recover all costs (including financing) and 

earn a 5% equity internal rate of return. 

If the B1 is lower than the likely range of 

future electricity prices, the project will  

be profitable.

We evaluate the B1 Breakeven for all solar 

projects in Australia, and have presented a 

representative sample here to illustrate the 

recent transformation of the sector. 

As costs have fallen, we would intuitively 

expect breakevens to have fallen over time. 

Australia’s earliest utility scale assets had 

breakevens north of $150/MWh, built with 

modest subsidies or government-guaranteed 

feed in tariffs. 

The second wave of operations, 

constructed in 2015-16, benefitted from 

much larger grant funding, which slashed 

their breakeven prices to around $60/MWh.

Most recently, projects under construction 

were awarded significantly smaller grants. 

And because grant funding has fallen faster 

than capital costs, assets being built today 

have higher breakeven prices than over the 

last two years. We estimate an average 

breakeven price for projects to start 

construction this year of $83/MWh. 

NEW GENERATION OF PROJECTS
But a new generation of projects is on  

the cards, to be constructed as early as 

2018, with no grant support and with 

breakeven prices competitive on almost  

any benchmark. 

With a continuing decline in capital 

intensity, we estimate breakevens for new 

projects in high irradiance areas (for 

example North Queensland) are now 

breaching $80/MWh, even without 

government support. 

This radical transformation of project 

economics is driving a renewed interest in 

the PPA market, which just six months ago 

sat in a state of depression. 

While solar PPA prices chased breakevens 

down the curve relatively few contracts were 

struck as they still appeared expensive 

relative to alternative fuels. 

By contrast, since September 2016 fifteen 

solar PPAs have been signed, totalling a 

massive 860MW of capacity and more than 

220 years of generation. 

While some contracts have featured 

operating assets, several have been struck 

with projects in a relatively early stage of 

development. This is a strong indicator of 

the new-found health of Australian solar.

FUTURE TRANSFORMERS
As large-scale solar becomes mainstream in 

Australia what will be the next generation of 

transformers influencing the development of 

the industry? Storage of course will be a key 

game changer, allowing solar to be more 

easily absorbed into the grid in large 

volumes. Falling battery prices and the 

ability of battery projects to attract grant 

funding are already hot topics. 

Will Queensland and NSW continue to 

dominate? As all eyes focus on the solar 

State of Origin clash, the highest rate of 

growth is currently in South Australia — 

coming from the back of the pack to 1GW of 

capacity, close on the heels of NSW.

With sub-$80/MWh breakevens, solar 

projects no longer look like an expensive nod 

towards a RET obligation. Instead they are 

attractive options for buying electricity. This 

transformation will drive the build out of the 

project pipeline for some time. 
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a 105kW pilot system in Ultimo; and north of 

the border the University of Southern 

Queensland signed off on 1.9MW of solar 

across its campuses.

Another shift in the market saw the 

emergence of more financiers that are 

geared specifically towards commercial 

solar. This includes the Big Four Australian 

banks, which have finally started to take 

notice and are looking to fund C&I projects.

All these factors combined to make 2016 

an impressive year in the C&I solar space. 

The mood in the industry as 2017 kicks into 

gear is upbeat, with an even bigger year 

expected. It seems the sleeping giant of 

commercial and industrial solar has finally 

woken up. 

SOLAR

WHY 2016 WAS A GREAT YEAR 
FOR COMMERCIAL SOLAR
Commercial and industrial projects took off last year as the economics of solar made commitment 

look like common sense, writes Landon Kahn of Todae Solar.

Last year was a watershed for commercial 

and industrial solar. Record numbers of 

systems were installed, numerous top tier 

organisations invested heavily in the clean 

energy solution and the big banks stood up 

and took notice of this burgeoning sector.

According to SunWiz Consulting, the 

commercial and industrial (C&I) solar sector 

accounted for 32% of all installations under 

the Small-Scale Renewable Energy Scheme 

last year — almost a 20% increase from 

2015. Based on the SunWiz analysis, Todae 

Solar ended the year as the largest 

commercial installer (for a second year in a 

row), installing more than 6MW in the C&I 

space alone.

Another impressive statistic for the year 

was the record number of 100kW systems 

installed nationally. In December alone  

fifty-six 100kW systems were installed  

— the previous record was around 34 in a 

calendar month.

A number of factors contributed to 2016 

being a standout year in the C&I space: 

significant reductions in solar module 

component costs, strong Large-scale 

Generation Certificate (LGC) market prices, 

increasing energy prices nationally and 

improved installation techniques and 

Landon Kahn  
is marketing 
manager at 
Todae Solar.

economies of scale among installers. On top 

of these external factors there was an 

increased general comfort and awareness  

by business owners that solar makes 

commercial sense as a tool to reduce  

cost overheads.

THE SUN MAKES SENSE
This alignment of economic factors led to a 

number of tier one organisations committing 

to commercial solar for the first time, with 

pilot programs and a sprinkling of large-

scale systems. Aegis Aged Care (pictured) 

completed the installation of a 3.24MW 

rollout, Adelaide Airport added a 1.17MW 

system to expand its capacity and St 

Vincent’s Health moved forward with a 

2.7MW rollout. In addition, Mirvac, 

AstraZeneca, Kmart, Woolworths, Pernod 

Ricard, AusPost and many more large 

organisations proceeded with the renewable 

energy technology. 

It wasn’t just corporates who drove 

forward with solar — prominent universities 

also moved closer to energy self-sufficiency. 

In NSW, Charles Sturt University announced 

it will be installing a 1.77MW system at its 

main campus in Wagga Wagga; the 

University of Technology Sydney planned for 
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MYSTERY

If the right battery is fitted consumption of solar can easily 

double, writes Jeremy Chunn. But if the wrong one goes in...

For owners of residential solar systems the 

climate has changed. The generous feed-

in tariffs that made rooftop PV an obvious 

investment have ended. Instead, retailers in 

some states pay as little as 5 cents/kWh for 

surplus energy generated by suburban 

homes. The solution is to store that energy 

for later use, rather than buy it from the grid 

at a much higher rate.

The renewable energy industry has been 

waiting for homeowners to twig to the 

benefits of storage and one estimate has it 

that 2017 will see three times as many home 

battery installations as last year. 

The problem is that batteries are a hard 

sell — they are expensive and their benefits 

are not easy to explain. 

Most consumers don’t really understand 

what storage can do, and the sad truth is 

that many in the solar industry — installers 

included — are failing when it comes to 

advising customers on retrofits to existing 

solar systems.

EcoGeneration decided it was time to ask a 

few experts in the industry whether 

consumers who were thinking about adding 

a battery had much of an idea what they 

were getting themselves into and whether 

installers and the solar sales force are up to 

the task of helping them find the best 

storage solution.

CHARGE AHEAD
One Stop Warehouse/GCL technical 

development manager Anthony Buckwell 

says there are two kinds of consumers: the 

Do consumers and installers 
understand storage?
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early adopters who do hours of research 

online and may or may not be technically 

literate, “these customers can be great and 

easy to sell to but sometimes they require 

careful customer management,” he says. 

The second type of consumer just wants the 

battery storage to escape the grid and be 

assured of back-up, but “sometimes they 

don’t have a full appreciation of the 

technical capabilities of energy storage”.

They just want it to work — which is fair 

enough, he says. 

Installers are also pretty much split down 

the middle, he says, between those who have 

taken the training, conducted their own 

research and “embraced the technology”. 

Generally, they’re doing a good job and 

overcoming any potential technical barriers. 

The remainder aren’t taking it seriously. 

They don’t appreciate the extra technical 

upskilling required — some to the point of 

being stubborn. “These installers generally 

have troubles,” Buckwell says. “The reality 

is, the energy systems are electrical, they 

involve IT, metering as well as storage 

systems. Installers must take on the 

responsibility of upskilling themselves.”

Buckwell’s tip is to include back-up 

circuits, which will cost a little bit more but 

generally are worth it, he says, as it opens 

the full potential of a system. Salespeople 

may not include back-up circuits in order to 

sell the system at a cheaper price, but is it 

worth it? “We have come across a few poor 

customers who didn’t have lights in a 

blackout situation — upon investigation we 
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found there was no back-up circuit installed.”

Clean Energy Council general manager 

installation integrity Sandy Atkins admits to 

relying on “gut feel” when it comes to 

assessing consumers’ and installers’ levels 

of sophistication around storage. 

Consumers can be divided into those who 

have a pretty good working understanding 

of solar and storage from practical 

experience and those who want to keep up 

with the Joneses. “They want to get into it 

without really appreciating what it means 

and what it does,” Atkins says. 

COMMERCIAL INFLUENCE
Atkins’ concern, again on gut feel, is that 

installers and consumers are relying on 

retailers that have relationships with brands 

and are very likely more concerned about 

sales targets than well-designed storage 

solutions. The problem with “highly 

advertised systems”, he says, is consumers 

may be happy with their premium brand 

purchase but they won’t necessarily know 

what it does or how to get the most out of it. 

Installers, meanwhile, will be more 

focused on meeting installation standards.  

If a consumer wants a 6kWh Tesla or LG 

battery, who’s to say there’s anything wrong 

with that? Whether a battery that size suits 

the customers’ needs is a whole other issue.

To understand where a battery fits in, 

solar PV owners need to have an idea of how 

much solar energy is being exported and 

how much is being bought from the grid 

when solar isn’t generating. There will be 

additional intricacies, such as matching 

inverters with peak load, but consumers 

need to get the basics of export and import, 

or “power-shifting”, he says. “That’s the key 

concept for them to understand.”

It’s slightly meaningless to talk about 

capacity of batteries and panel arrays 

anyway, as equivalent systems will generate 

varying amounts of kilowatts depending on 

the installation. “Someone might have 5kW 

of panels behind a tree and someone else 

has 1kW of panels [unobstructed] and get 

more energy out of that,” he says. “For 

batteries it’s the same; it’s not the type of 

battery per se, it’s about whether or not it’s 

going to store the energy they need and give 

it back to them when they want it.”

The key, of course, is for a system to be 

well designed. The CEC runs an accreditation 

program for solar system designers, and 

Atkins underlines the importance of 

experience and training to ensure systems 

match requirements. A designer who can 

look at data collected from a smart meter 

will have a good idea how much energy will 

need to be stored to satisfy average 

demand, given that generation will vary from 

season to season.

“At least then the consumer’s making an 

informed decision,” he says. “They could 

then go to a different retailer, who has a 

different product, and then at least they’re 

comparing apples with apples.”

The CEC is working on revised storage 

installation guidelines, an update to its first 

set issued in 2016.

THIS GOES WITH THAT
Consumers are fitting storage in greater 

numbers, but as to whether they understand 

how it can augment a solar PV system, 

SunWiz managing director and founder 

Warwick Johnston isn’t so sure. “Consumers 

are only just starting to look at evaluating 

things in terms of dollars per kilowatt hour,” 

he says. “Solar isn’t quite a commodity, 

talked about as dollars per watt, but it’s 

closer to being that than batteries are.”

Many installers are just as perplexed 

about the possibilities of batteries as 
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consumers, he reckons. “There are a lot of 

grandiose claims being made [by sales 

teams] about what batteries will do for 

someone — install this and you’ll never have 

to pay a bill again. It’s something that’s  

been said about solar for a while but 

reputable upgraders will tell you it’s not 

quite the case.”

Sales claims that a battery can be cycled 

three times a day, for example, aren’t helpful 

at all for most householders, he says. 

A typical home with a 5kW system will be 

exporting electricity for most of the day. 

“There isn’t an opportunity for the battery 

to cycle except on cloudy days or days where 

you’ve got lots of loads going on and off,” he 

says. “People are making claims that aren’t 

really relevant to the consumer.”

The chance of a battery being fully 

charged and discharged three times a day is 

really not likely with most systems, so 

fantastic sales claims aren’t helpful if the 

aim is to educate consumers about the 

possibilities of storage. It’s evidence that the 

solar industry “doesn’t really get batteries 

yet,” Johnston says.

In its 2017 Battery Report SunWiz 

estimates more than 6,750 battery 

installations occurred in 2016, where an 

installation could include more than one 

battery. Johnston says minimum installs are 

about 3.6kWh, the most common about 

6.4kWh, and the trend is for larger units 

capable of 8-10kWh.

Enphase technology is common at the 

smaller end, with LG and Tesla making up the 

larger end.

Wealthy customers are opting for larger 

storage and may be installing solar for the 

first time, he says, and smaller storage 

solutions are more common in retrofits, 

where owners know their consumption and 

what their rooftop array is capable of.

The next hot consumer item will be the 

energy management system optimisation 

program that explains home energy use on 

the screen of a smartphone. “Ultimately  

I believe it will become a software 

competition,” he says. “Batteries will be a bit 

commoditised but how well you can utilise 

them will be [the determining factor].”

ENERGY ISN’T FREE
When it comes to batteries a lot of 

consumers don’t really know what they’re in 

for, says SolaX chief engineer technical 

support Edwin Cotter. “You mostly find they 

see an ad for batteries, start asking 

questions to people who are into solar and 

then they get sold on the idea.” 

The most common misperception is that 

the installation of a battery is rewarded with 

free energy, which simply isn’t true.

“Instead of paying 32 cents for power 

from the grid you’re still going to be paying 

between 10 and 15 cents for cycling the 

battery, and then you’re only saving 10 

cents, after all is said and done,” he says.

“There is not much technical 

understanding among the consumers about 

what is going on.”

Consumers can be 
divided into those who 
have a pretty good 
understanding of solar 
and storage and those 
who want to keep up 
with the Joneses.
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Cotter gives a quick rundown of how he 

gets his numbers. Take a typical $6,000, 

6kWh LG Chem battery, for example. It’s 

lifespan is 6,000 cycles, so that’s $1 a cycle. 

Each kWh you cycle it for costs the user 

about 10 or 15 cents, he says, “which is less 

than what it costs to buy energy from the 

grid but it’s still something — and no-one 

considers that number.”

Manufacturers may claim batteries have 

about 80% of capacity left in them once 

they’ve hit the limit of recommended cycles, 

but Cotter says for many brands it’s just not 

the case. “Lots of people aren’t factoring in 

the cost of the battery as a deteriorating 

factor,” he says. They may think it will take 

them only a few years to pay off their system 

but the true payback period is more like 

seven or eight years, he says. 

Installer quality varies greatly, Cotter 

says. Some may have made it through a 

battery accreditation course but will install a 

system and leave it performing well under 

capacity or not program it to meet the 

customers’ expectations, whereas others 

only call Cotter to confirm what they already 

know. “I would say most installers know what 

they’re doing, once they’ve installed one or 

two [battery systems],” he says. 

The worst breach of common sense he’s 

seen was an indoor-rated system installed 

outdoors, and not even installed correctly. 

The battery and inverter were rated and 

labelled IP20, not suitable for outdoor use. 

Some installers will also fit inverters without 

CT sensors, so the inverter isn’t fed the 

information it needs about energy 

consumption within the house to be able to 

work out when to store energy and when to 

export it to the grid. 

“The inverter won’t want to work until it’s 

connected to a sensor, but the installer will 

think it’s a fault and phone me,” he says.

Quite a few installers don’t grasp that they 

need a CT sensor or energy meter in a 

system for it to work properly. “They don’t 

put it in until they’re told to.”

For consumers, Cotter says finding a good 

installer can be hit or miss. “The very good 

ones make it their life’s mission to 

understand everything,” he says. “The bad 

ones call up a week after a [battery’s] been 

installed because the customer says 

nothing’s working. They’ve walked away 

from the job thinking, ‘I’ve plugged all the 

plugs into where it looks like they go, so my 

job’s done.’”

Things are changing, slowly. Local 

companies Reposit Power and Solar 

Analytics are good examples of how the 

industry can create knowledge within the 

consumer base, Cotter says, with software 

that translates the complexities of energy 

production and consumption into simple 

charts. As homeowners get the knack of 

interpreting charts which show a typical 24 

hours of load, PV generation and battery 

import and export, they’ll quickly understand 

the possibilities of a well-optimised system 

and word will spread.

They may also think about how to change 

their energy usage to maximize savings. 

Already people are using Google to research 

purchases, instead of just phoning an install 

company asking for a Tesla Powerwall.

Sales data is hard to come by in the solar 

industry, but Cotter says SolaX has sold 

about 4,700 hybrid inverters, about half of 

which are connected to LG Chem batteries. 

He estimates there are about 400 Tesla 

Powerwalls installed in Australia, mainly 

connected to SolarEdge inverters, followed 

by SMA units. SolaX makes a hybrid inverter.

IT’S A GOOD START
Over at 360 Energy, sales and marketing 

manager Doug Meldrum is looking over the 

SunWiz report, which forecasts 20,000 

battery installations in 2017. “It’s a pretty 

good start,” Meldrum says, but it’s still less 

than 8% of the 270,000 households coming 

off generous solar feed-in tariffs in NSW, 

Victoria and South Australia. 

“I get the feeling the market is waiting for 

someone to get out there and create the 

market [by promoting the benefits of 

batteries to homeowners],” he says, 

particularly among homeowners in South 

Australia who have grim memories of last 

September’s blackout. 

The allusion that storage is too expensive 

to make economic sense may be a myth, 

Meldrum reckons, perpetuated by solar 

companies that simply lack the knowledge 

and ability to explain the benefits. Over the 

past five or six years lithium batteries have 

become at least 60% cheaper. 

Although expectations are for further 

price falls it will more likely be incremental 

year-on-year drops of around 5-8%. After 

accounting for inflation and the opportunity 

cost of not installing storage, “batteries 

certainly make sense today,” he says. “If you 

are adding solar and batteries as a brand 

new system then it absolutely makes sense 

[to not delay].”

For consumers in NSW who lose a  

60c/kWh feed-in tariff and have to start 

paying around 38-50c/kWh for energy from 

the grid, “batteries pretty much are a no-

brainer”. For other markets, the investment 

may be harder to justify. 

A well-designed system will cap the price 

of electricity and add value to a property, he 

says. Measured against alternatives such as 

a cash deposit or the instability of the 

sharemarket, an investment in storage “has 

some merits”.

Meldrum offers his mum’s set-up as a 

good example. The self-funded retiree has a 

3kW solar-and-battery system and has no 

trouble understanding the energy use 

graphic she can call up on her smartphone. 

“There aren’t enough of these sorts of 

people with these happy stories just yet.”

He says installers have a varied record 

when it comes to explaining to a householder 

why they should invest in a battery. There’s 

still a bit of a mindset that “cheap is good”, 

he says, but things go wrong and installers 

are very reliant on manufacturers and 

wholesalers for support and training. 

“I just don’t know if that’s been rolled out 

as well as it needs to be.”

Let’s face it, residential renewable energy 

systems are complex. If a top electrician has 

to fix something that should have been 

covered in the training, the call out fee will 

fall far short of what he could earn working 

on a new install. 

Manufacturers and wholesalers that 

haven’t done a good enough job of training 

installers should understand that. “It’s 

creating a bit of disquiet among installers 

and I don’t think the manufacturers have 

really come to terms with that just yet.”

Meldrum’s hope for the surge in battery 

installs, when it happens, is that the market 

starts from a very high quality base. 

“So far the sense is that most installers 

are looking for a quality battery, and I think 

that’s really heartening.” 

Each kWh you cycle it for costs the user about 
10c or 15c, “which is less than what it costs to  
buy energy from the grid but it’s still something.”
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installing solar for the first time. Smaller 

storage solutions are more common in 

retrofits, where PV system owners know 

their consumption and what their rooftop 

array is capable of.

PAYBACK CHALLENGE
The investment in storage is still balanced 

between ideological and rationally 

economic. Larger storage systems bring 

much longer payback times than smaller 

systems, the report says. As the technology 

becomes cheaper, “it makes more financial 

sense to wait a few years”.

Payback is shorter for consumers with 

higher levels of consumption. It also makes a 

difference which state they’re in, with 

households in South Australia seeing shorter 

payback periods (because of higher 

electricity prices and sunshine levels) and 

Tasmanians having to wait longer for their 

investment to pay off.

On modelling of a 5kW solar system with  

a Tesla Powerwall 2 and 25kWh/day 

consumption, payback by capital city worked 

out around 7.5 years for Adelaide, 10.5 years 

for Brisbane (because of low electricity 

prices) and about 10 years for Melbourne 

and Sydney.

The analysis showed payback is quickest 

for users with higher consumption, because 

BATTERY MARKET REPORT

BATTERY INSTALLS ‘SET TO 
TRIPLE’ IN 2017: SUNWIZ 
The SunWiz Battery Market Report 2017 predicts a very strong year for storage, even if the 

economics don’t always add up. EcoGeneration looks at the key points of the survey.

The battery surge has begun, with about 

20,000 installations expected this year. 

Seventy percent of solar customers want 

batteries and 5% of new residential solar 

sales include storage. Last year, the total 

number of battery installations was 

estimated at 6,750, totalling 52MWh.

These numbers, released by solar 

consultancy SunWiz in its Battery Market 

Report 2017, will cause a riot of enthusiasm 

among installers who are geared up to do 

the work and have been waiting for 

consumers to “get” storage.

As the technology continues to become 

cheaper on a dollar-per-kWh basis, 

homeowners will begin to pay more 

attention to the possibility of saving 

some of their unused solar energy 

for later. But it still isn’t cheap, the 

report finds.

There are two storage markets: 

retrofit and new-build, with new-

build customers generally being 

wealthy folk who haven’t touched 

PV until now, SunWiz says. Despite 

smaller capacity units working out 

as better value, the trend is towards 

larger batteries, the report found.

SunWiz’s research shows minimum installs 

are about 3.6kWh, with the most common 

about 6.4kWh, he says, but the trend is for 

larger units capable of 8-10kWh.

Enphase technology is common at the 

smaller end, with LG and Tesla making up 

larger end.

“Small might be better financially but 

people aren’t buying for financial 

outcomes,” says SunWiz managing director 

and founder Warwick Johnston. 

“They’re buying [a battery] to get a sense 

of energy independence.” 

Wealthy customers are motivated by 

loftier causes than mere economics, 

Johnston says, and they are often the ones 

opting for larger storage. They may also be 

“customers with higher levels of 

consumption can also make greater 

utilisation of the battery — in part because 

they spill less energy and because the 

battery has greater opportunity to drain 

each day”.

The report found customers who own 

batteries and consume more energy have 

lower percentage of days where the battery 

isn’t fully discharged at the end of the day.

They also have fewer days when the 

battery spills energy due to being charged to 

full capacity by solar. In one example, 

SunWiz found a PV-battery system would 

provide all of a user’s electricity needs 

75% of days for those with 15kWh/

day consumption levels, but only  

7% of days for those with  

25kWh/day consumption.

RELATIVE MERITS
“Energy may be a commodity 

but batteries are anything but a 

commodity,” SunWiz says in the 

report, which includes data from 

SolarQuotes which ranks battery 

brands by cost per total warranted 

kWh, with one cycle per day.

Tesla’s Powerwall 2 places first, followed 

by GCL’s E-KwBe unit. 

“With most batteries offering power at 

over 40c/kWh over their lifetime, it’s hard  

to make a buck from solar storage, unless 

you can cycle multiple times per day,” the 

report says.

On its estimates, NSW accounted for 33% 

of installations, Queensland 29%, Victoria 

18%, South Australia 10%, Western Australia 

8% and the ACT 2%.

Last year was also a standout for major 

projects, with 11MWh of storage installed in 

17 projects across Australia, including 2MW 

at Sandfire’s DeGrussa mine in Western 

Australia and 2MW at the Nauiyu (Daly River) 

community in the Northern Territory. 
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STORAGE

INDIA TESTING GROUND  
FOR ECOULT ULTRABATTERY
Ecoult’s UltraBattery is being tested in the harsh heat of India for  

its potential to wean the world off diesel.

Above: Ecoult CEO John Wood’s ambition is to  
make diesel a fuel of last resort.

Energy demonstration projects: a 1MW solar-

and-storage project in New Mexico, to look 

at voltage smoothing and peak shifting, and 

a 1MW frequency regulation project in 

Pennsylvania. “We did a lot of work in the 

megawatt scale,” Wood says.

The battery’s unique chemistry — the 

legacy of now-retired CSIRO scientist Dr Lan 

Lam — is the key to its staunch performance.

“Dr Lam recognised that by forming the 

ultracapacitor on the surface of the lead-

acid battery he could change the crystal 

morphologically and the behavior of the 

battery chemistry,” Wood says. 

“What he created was a lead-acid 

chemistry that could operate continuously in 

partial state of charge.” 

It was a leap forward, because a battery 

operated in partial state of charge won’t 

suffer secondary degradation and will be 

able to manage high temperatures (it is 

being tested in temperatures up to 50°C).

In February ARENA committed a further 

$4.1 million in recoupable funding for Ecoult 

to commercialise the UltraBattery.

Wood says the UltraBattery is destined to 

make a big difference to power supply in 

parts of the globe where the climate is harsh 

and electricity infrastructure is inadequate.

“Ecoult’s mission is energy storage for a 

cleaner planet,” Wood says. “Frankly, if you 

want to reduce diesel emissions or reduce 

emissions the best way you can use storage 

is to complement generating assets to make 

them more efficient.”

The technology proved itself early when 

tested at a remote telecommunications 

tower in Australia where the battery was 

charged for an hour at the peak operating 

efficiency of the diesel operator and then 

discharged for four to six hours, again and 

again and again. “The UltraBattery is 

exceptionally good at doing that.”

Diesel consumption at the site was halved.

Before the UltraBattery came along, Wood 

says no-one would have considered lead-acid 

technology for some of the applications it’s 

been tested in, such as frequency regulation, 

high-voltage-rate smoothing and energy 

shifting. “In all the applications we’ve 

basically matched any other technology.”

US battery giant East Penn bought Ecoult 

in 2010 and pays royalties to the CSIRO on 

sales of UltraBattery. Ecoult’s team of 38 

engineers in Australia is expected to top 45 

by year’s end, Wood says. “Our vision is that 

UltraBattery will be produced worldwide.”

“Yes, we compete against other 

technologies, but the strength of our 

technology is that it is very strong where you 

have variability in the environment, whether 

that variability is in the way it’s used or in 

the temperature.”

In February Ecoult announced a 

partnership with Exide Industries, the  

largest battery manufacturer in India, 

resulting in the manufacture and distribution 

of the UltraBattery throughout India and 

South Asia. 

Enduring solutions prove themselves 

under tough conditions. If Ecoult’s 

UltraBattery can cut the dependence on 

diesel in rural India, where it is being tested 

by the Institute for Transformative 

Technologies, then it may be able to do the 

same in Africa and South-East Asia. 

“Today diesel is a fuel of convenience,” 

says Ecoult CEO John Wood. “Tomorrow it 

could be the fuel of last resort.”

There are half a million diesel generators 

in India and millions of litres of diesel are 

also used each day to power mobile 

communications stations around the world.

Ecoult’s smaller-scale ambitions are 

embodied in its 28kWh UltraFlex unit, which 

houses 16 UltraBatteries. At 2m tall and 

more than 1.1 tonnes, the UltraFlex is big. The 

storage solution is suited for commercial, 

small-industrial, microgrid systems and large 

residential. “They are going out with 

installers,” Wood says.

The Indian trial isn’t the first time the 

UltraBattery — developed by the CSIRO with 

$583,780 in ARENA support — has been put 

to the test.

In 2014, Ecoult began a project to reduce 

diesel use on an off-grid telecommunication 

base station near Sydney, and in the United 

States it took part in two Department of 

Above: The UltraBattery loves to work hard all day.
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STORAGE

THE FULL POWER PACKAGE
Integrated residential solar solutions that include modular storage and energy management 

systems make clean energy investment safe and sound, writes Enphase Energy’s Nathan Dunn.

The desire for greater energy 

independence, rising electricity prices 

and changes to feed in tariffs are driving 

more consumers to adopt energy storage to 

optimise their investment in their residential 

rooftop solar systems. Coupled with the high 

adoption rate of rooftop solar across the 

country, the Climate Council predicts 

Australia would emerge as one of the largest 

markets for battery storage globally.

According to the SunWiz 2017 Battery 

Market Report, the battery market is set to 

treble in the next 12 months. A survey by 

Energy Consumers Australia has revealed 

that close to a quarter of respondents were 

motivated to consider investing in batteries 

to reduce their energy bills and their 

dependence on energy from the grid.

HOW TECHNOLOGY IS CHANGING
Traditionally, storage has been associated 

with two distinct use cases: for backup or 

off-grid use. In large countries like Australia, 

off-grid batteries are generally associated 

with communities that may not be part of 

the electricity grid. However, off-grid storage 

would still need to be backed up with 

generators and require oversized solar 

photovoltaic systems to run effectively.

Backup storage stores power for use 

during an outage of the electricity grid. Grid 

outages rarely occur; on average only 60 

blackouts occur across Australia every year. 

These blackouts usually affect small regions 

and for up to an hour at a time so it is a 

challenge to justify the cost of a backup 

storage solution. Such an investment would 

take years more to pay off over a regular 

battery solution.

The applications associated with backup 

and off-grid use have evolved with solar 

technologies. New use cases have emerged 

with improvements to battery chemistries 

that are safer and easier to install in homes.

The development of home energy 

Nathan Dunn  
is managing 
director  
Asia-Pacific of 
Enphase Energy.

management systems (EMS) has enabled a 

new thinking as it relates to energy storage 

in the home. Energy management systems 

are designed to help manage the energy 

generated and stored, allowing homeowners 

to choose how they would like to consume 

excess solar and storing it for use at a later 

time. This gives homeowners greater 

autonomy over how and when they would 

like to use grid electricity or solar power.

Self-consumption is a core benefit for 

homeowners who want to get better value 

from energy generated instead of drawing 

energy from the grid. Batteries that are 

designed for self-consumption tend to allow 

homeowners to right-size their batteries to 

maximise on storage capabilities. By pairing 

storage with an EMS, homeowners can 

determine when they would like to use solar, 

energy storage or grid electricity. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR STORAGE
Not all batteries are created equal. The 

largest storage capacities or the least 

expensive options may not always be the 

most viable solutions. While there are many 

considerations for installers and 

homeowners who are thinking about 

storage, Enphase believes these are the top 

three considerations for recommending and 

selling storage to their customers.

First, modular batteries which have 

smaller storage capacities will allow 

homeowners to increase their capacity by 

purchasing more batteries in the future 

instead of making a single, upfront 

investment for a battery that may be much 

larger than their day-to-day requirements. A 

modular battery allows installers to build 

storage into solar systems of any size and 

gives homeowners the flexibility of 

purchasing more batteries if needed.

Australian energy analyst firm Energeia 

has cited that the optimal storage system is 

around 1-2kWh. By starting with a modular 

design, homeowners do not have to end up 

paying for any unused storage capacity. If a 

solar system produces an excess of 4kWh a 

day, it is hard to justify investing in a 10kWh 

battery even if the cost per kWh is lower.

Secondly, installers need to be confident 

they are recommending a battery chemistry 

that is safe and reliable for homeowners.

Zinc bromide, lead acid or lithium iron 

phosphate are some of the most commonly 

found battery chemistries in Australia. 

Lithium iron phosphate has been widely 

touted in the industry as a safe and reliable 

chemistry that is safe for any home 

environment. Installers should consult with 

the CEC to ensure batteries they recommend 

meet industry safety standards.

Lastly, with batteries fast becoming a 

mainstream feature in households with 

rooftop solar, installers are best positioned 

to work with an integrated solar and storage 

solution instead of trying to integrate 

different components from various software 

and hardware providers.

By combining smart hardware technology 

with a sophisticated software system, 

installers have all the tools they need. 

Instead of having to call different providers 

to get a storage system online, they can rely 

on a web or mobile app to provision a 

storage system, setup and update software 

and system profiles from a single interface 

for the battery and EMS. 
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SOLAR

Yes, definitely. To encourage investment in 

renewables seems an inevitable trend 

worldwide and we are glad to see the 

Australian government always keeps a 

forward-looking vision on it.

In which international markets are you 

expecting there to be the most growth in 

the years ahead?

India will be the most growth in the following 

years, I also think highly of Latin America 

and the United States.

What are your main values in the 

Australian market?

Our success in Australia has been based on 

our strong and reliable partnerships. In 

addition, we have obvious advantages. 

We have a highly competitive cost 

structure and quality control based on  

a vertically integrated production  

processes including ingot, wafer, cell, 

module and projects. 

In the renewable energy business unit  

we have one listed company named 

LongiTech Smart Energy providing energy 

consumers with all-round smart services, 

including decentralized clean energy, energy 

saving, energy trading and other value-

added services. 

Our office in Australia includes an 

experienced team and we have warehouses 

in Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide 

and Perth which support the very convenient 

before and after sales service.

What is Lightway’s R&D team working on?

We have an outstanding R&D team, including 

nearly 70 doctors and senior engineers.  

Our new product passed maximum voltage 

1500V PID testing under 60°C/85% RH 

condition to ensure the outdoor durability 

and energy output via high-voltage 

resistance technology. 

We are one of the world’s leading 

companies devoting ourselves to higher 

efficiency with black silicon and diamond 

wire slice as well as PERC cell technology.

What do consumers need to know about 

panel technology when choosing a solar 

system to install?

Generally, consumers should pay attention 

to the harmonization with the climate. If 

projects located on a cowshed or coastal 

areas, ammonia gas and salt mist corrosion 

resistance certification is preferred. 

What’s more, warranty is very important; 

you’d better know about the background of 

the main components supplier.

WHERE REPUTATION COUNTS
Lightway overseas general manager Raymond Meng talks about expansion into Australia and 

what the company has learned from utility-scale projects around the world.

Lightway has been active in Australia 

from very early in its existence. What 

attracted you to this market?

Yes, Lightway started solar business in 

Australia since 2009 and set up its 

Melbourne office in 2011. The most attractive 

thing for us is the rigorous policies and good 

surroundings, peace, justice and tolerance. 

Furthermore, environmental awareness in 

Australia is gradually becoming mainstream.

You have completed some large 

commercial and utility-scale projects 

around the world. What have been some 

interesting projects?

In the past years Lightway has completed 

over 1GW of projects throughout the world, 

including Germany, the United States, Japan, 

Thailand, Austria and China. 

In 2011 we invested 1MW solar projects  

at Barham, NSW, which have stable 

performance and steady profit until now.  

In 2014, Lightway cooperated with 

Longjitaihe Group, our parent company, and 

completed a 150MW photovoltaic 

demonstration project in Hebei province 

China with the support from China 

Development Bank.

In the field of ecological agriculture, 

Lightway made the Xing’an agricultural pole 

6.6MW project. The electricity was produced 

cleanly on the roof and organic agricultural 

products were grown under the shed.

We constructed a distributed photovoltaic 

project in the Meilu Manor. New energy 

application elements were mixed in the 

ceramic tile roof of the villa and the function 

design was integrated in the ecological 

beauty which became the model of the 

photovoltaic energy industry to promote the 

upgrading of the ecological tourism industry. 

In Australia, are you confident that 

government energy policy will encourage 

investment in renewables?

“We have an 
outstanding R&D  
team, including  
nearly 70 doctors and  
senior engineers.”

Raymond Meng says Lightway’s  
work around the world has  

set it up well in Australia.
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THE WAY FORWARD

PANEL DISCUSSION: 
AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY FUTURE
A renewable energy expert panel hosted by the Institute for Sustainable Futures and BNEF heard 

about the challenges and opportunities that face Australia as it decarbonises its economy.

It sometimes feels as though the clean 

energy sector couldn’t be in more of a rush. 

As politicians on one side hammer away at 

their differences a legion of engineers and 

workers is on the other side, bolting new 

renewable energy generation into place.

If it feels like we’re near the end of the 

journey, think again. The pipeline of projects 

required to allow Australia to hit any of its 

federal or state clean energy targets is 

enormous. Will we get there?

In a panel discussion in early March hosted 

by the Institute for Sustainable Futures and 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance, four 

experts were asked what challenges and 

opportunities marked the path as Australia 

transitioned to a renewable energy future.

AN ECONOMIC BOOST
Asked by moderator and Institute for 

Sustainable Futures senior research 

consultant Nicky Ison what are the 

opportunities for Australia of optimising our 

energy system, the CEFC’s Broadbent put 

the problem into perspective, reminding the 

audience of Australia’s strong reliance on 

primary produce for exports, particularly 

coal and agriculture. “It’s almost as though 

the sustainability component that’s coming 

in with renewable energy is threatening this 

whole Australian identity,” she said. “You 

think everyone would be onboard with that 

goal but there’s a lot of resistance to 

bringing in the sustainable component 

because the [energy] system was basically 

built on affordability and reliability.”

The challenge, she said, is to assure 

decision-makers at all levels 

that “we are not breaking 

the model of Australia’s 

economic prosperity.”

On the positive side, 

concerns about the future 

of energy in Australia have 

highlighted the importance 

of new technology and 

connectability. “Solving the 

system will involve a 

combination of small things 

and big things.”

The introduction of the 

National Electricity Market 

and privatisation of parts of 

the energy system brought a huge boost to 

productivity, she said. “It’s not just the 

government owning and controlling; the 

market has to work, but it has to work with 

tweaks and support.”

CLEAN ENERGY AND THE GRID
Dr Riesz of AEMO was asked by Ison about 

the challenges and opportunities that lay 

ahead, from her vantage as part of the 

AEMO Future Power Systems Security 

Program. “One of the key challenges that  

I think is really an opportunity is frequency 

control … now that renewable technologies 

are not fringe technologies,” Dr Riesz said.

Wind farms and solar PV have not yet 

contributed to frequency control, she said, 

but they are “very capable” of contributing 

to maintaining very precise balance between 

demand and supply. “Wind farms are 

extremely flexible and responsive and can be 

designed with appropriate control systems 

to do that moderation in the grid.”

No Australian wind farms or solar plants 

have signed up to frequency control 

markets, she said, “but we have seen 

recently in South Australia a very strong 

price signal that we need more of these 

services … there is a huge opportunity there 

for wind farms particularly.”

Renewable energy assets will also be 

valuable as contributors to “inertia” in the 

electricity market, as coal- and gas-fired 

plants are retired. Inertia, she explained, is 

the “weight” of the system, which keeps 

frequency stable. “As we get less inertia on 

the system the frequency will move more 

quickly, and we will need much faster 

response services.”

CATALYST IN THE SHADOWS
The clean energy investment pipeline is 

backed up with promise but blocked by 

politics. Ison next asked Bloomberg New 

Energy Finance’s Bhavnagri what is needed 

to release capital. 

“There is going to need to be vast 

investment in renewable technologies in 

order to come anywhere close to the 

objectives that were set out in Paris,” 

Bhavnagri said, pointing out that decisions 

are made easier by the fact that various 

clean energy solutions are the cheapest 

options in many regions. “The economics are 

evolving more and more as being superior to 

existing fossil-fuel generators.”

To 2040, BNEF estimates an investment of 

about US$7 trillion in new power-generating 

infrastructure is required globally. Of that, 

about US$5 trillion will be invested in 

renewables. “In Australia, it’s a very similar 

balance,” Bhavnagri said, with about 

80-90% of an estimated $100 billion spent 

Above: The panel covered the industry from all  
angles, including project finance, market operation, 
research and consulting.
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THE PANEL (FROM LEFT)

Nicky Ison (moderator), Institute  
for Sustainable Futures

Jillian Broadbent, chair of the Clean 
Energy Finance Corporation

Jenny Riesz, principal of market policy at 
the Australian Energy Market Operator

Kobad Bhavnagri, head of Australia at 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance

Candace Vahlsing, senior policy advisor 
for energy and climate change at the White 
House Domestic Policy Council

on renewables before 2040. Electric vehicles 

will become cost competitive with petrol-

powered transport between 2022 and 2026, 

he said. “After that EVs will start to become 

the mainstream new vehicle people buy.”

A huge amount of value will also be 

destroyed. The world’s most popular 

occupation is driver, and the effects of 

autonomous vehicles making that role 

redundant may be severe. “There will be 

massive ... challenges.”

THE PEOPLE AND THE PLANET
The world’s biggest economy, the United 

States, can yield enormous influence via its 

actions. The trip to a clean energy future, 

however, is made arduous by politics. Ison 

asked Vahlsing, senior policy advisor for 

energy and climate change at the White 

House Domestic Policy Council, about the 

difficulties of directing policymakers.

No matter which side of politics you are 

on, she said, there is a policy interest in 

moving forward and transitioning the 

economy more towards renewables; it’s just 

the political part that seems to be getting 

stuck or slow to progress.

“From what I’ve learnt of being [in 

Australia], if I were to put on my policy hat I 

would recommend four things: one, more 

analysis is needed [such as the Finkel Review 

of the grid] … to inform, two, a larger plan.” 

Third, she said, recommendations are 

required. “From meeting with [Australian] 

policymakers … it’s clear that there’s a big 

picture interest in moving forward but 

there’s a lack of concrete ideas a policy-

maker could pick up.” Recommendations 

that can be “cut and pasted” into policy 

would make the task of drafting legislation 

enormously more simple.

Fourth, the benefits of a difficult and 

costly transition to clean energy need to be 

quantified. We hear a lot about the 

economics but little about the jobs. “That 

seems to be missing from the discourse.”

Asked by an audience member to identify 

levers for decarbonisation that received 

bipartisan support in the US, Vahlsing said 

renewables is not as “politically charged” as 

climate change in general and that 

community solar stood out as appealing to 

both sides of politics.

“There is a vast potential for solar in both 

blue [Democrat] and red [Republican] states, 

the same with wind,” she said. “But 

community solar in particular is a way where 

folks can invest together, share a solar 

system and it has strong economic benefits 

— every state can understand that.”

The CEFC’s Broadbent said the not-so-

obvious role of financiers is in influencing 

decisions around projects, such as 

investment in ancillary services. “It’s 

interesting what you can do with money, if 

you withhold it until somebody does that or 

you finance just that piece at a special rate,” 

she said. “Finance is a very effective tool in 

facilitating this transition; not just investing 

in the technology itself but in incentivising 

people to make those incremental 

investments at the margin.”

TOP SPIN, BOTTOM SPIN
Bhavnagri of BNEF lamented that energy has 

“become part of the culture wars” in 

Australia where people decide their 

positions often in ignorance of the facts. Two 

areas of universal agreement, however, are 

reliability and affordability, Broadbent said. 

“The key thing is: it’s not investable unless 

it’s clean,” Bhavnagri said. “Unless you 

acknowledge that and get the settings right 

on that, you just don’t get investment.”

Energy is a three-legged stool, he said, 

supported by affordability, reliability and 

sustainability. “If one of those legs is 

missing, the stool falls over,” he said. “And 

that’s the essential problem in our 

policymaking.” A plan based only on “clean” 

will see the reliability and affordability legs 

start a-wobbling. 

Bhavnagri’s vision of a clean energy future 

relies on gas. “There needs to be recognition 

and understanding that if you don’t get gas 

right then renewables will always be 

problematic and expensive.” For that to 

happen, the gas market needs to be “fixed,” 

he said. “If [those who are opposed to gas] 

continue on that path and if the gas market 

continues to be dysfunctional we won’t be 

able to achieve a renewable future that is 

reliable and affordable.”

Demand response has been an important 

policy tool in US, said Vahlsing, and the 

BNEF is working on a report to measure its 

potential in Australia, where Bhavnagri said 

“it is a great way of preventing blackouts”. 

We have a long way to go, however. “The 

demand response we do have is the energy 

minister in NSW goes and begs people to 

turn down their air-conditioning.”

CONSUMER POWER
Dr Riesz of the AEMO expects strong growth 

in distributed solutions, interconnectors and 

centralised renewable energy plants. 

“We have the huge advantage of a very 

large grid to draw upon different weather 

systems in the management of our 

renewable energy,” she said.

As technologies such as battery storage 

and energy management systems allow 

consumers to make their own decisions 

about supply and demand, ruled by their own 

motivations, she says “we are now moving 

into a realm where individual customers 

even at a household level can make that 

choice themselves about what they want to 

pay versus what reliability they want and 

how flexible they want to be — I think that’s 

an amazing opportunity.” 
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2017 Solar and Storage 
Conference and Exhibition
The solar, storage and smart energy conference
Wednesday May 3 and Thursday May 4, 2017 

Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre

5000 delegates are expected at the 2017 
Show – the largest of its kind – displaying 
the latest technologies and innovations 
in smart storage, inverters and batteries, 
energy effi ciency, lighting, sustainability and 
the built environment. Product launches 
and insights, 100+ Exhibitor displays, 
networking events, and three specialist 
free-to-attend conference streams: Smart 
Energy and Energy Storage; Industry and 
Policy and Professional Development.

www.solar.org.au
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CIAO, FIAMM! ITALIAN 
BATTERY FIRES UP

The battery market in Australia is busy and FIAMM wants a 

part of it. The Italian brand started in 1942 and specialises 

in automotive and industrial applications, but its range of 

residential storage solutions is impressive. 

The lead-acid batteries are available ready for installation in 

cabinets comprising four and eight units, for storage capacity 

of 6.2kWh, 9.6kWh and 12.5kWh. 

The aim is to lower the cost of electricity supply from the 

grid, and the company estimates a domestic energy storage 

system that is well matched to a rooftop solar system can 

increase self-consumption from 20% to 70-80%.

The company kicked off in Australia in October last year and 

expects its tubular lead acid GEL batteries to gain traction in 

the hybrid/off-grid solar market, so users 

can get the most out of their existing 

solar systems.

The batteries are designed for 

regular and long deep discharge, ideal 

for renewable energy islands and  

off-grid applications such as mobile 

phone stations and high-capacity 

applications in areas with unreliable 

power supply.

It’s full range of SMG tubular GEL 

batteries can be viewed on the Battery 

Finder website (energystorage.org.au/

batteryfinder/).

FIAMM employs 3,300 people and 

operates 14 production plants around 

the world. 

HOLMESGLEN OPENS 
NEW CENTRE OF 
EXCELLENCE

The Holmesglen Institute has embraced innovation, while 

maintaining its commitment to delivering quality solar, 

battery storage and wind training, as it prepares for the 

opening of a new Renewable Energy Centre of Excellence.

The 220-square-metre space is designed to provide an 

applied learning experience, with “real life” scenarios being a 

core component of successful training. “Too often I hear from 

students from other training places that they have not had any 

or very little practical or hands-on activities in their training. 

This new centre will address that,” says senior renewable 

energy instructor David Tolliday.

The centre will draw on usage data and other information 

from the large-scale PV installation on the centre’s roof. 

Students will design and connect their system to simulated 

house loads using a range of batteries and inverters. The 

primary outcome is to offer accredited training and provide a 

solid suite of applied skills for electricians, engineers, solar 

workers and electrical apprentices.

The centre falls under the remit of the Skills First initiative, 

and follows a $275,000 funding announcement made by 

Victorian Government Minister for Training and Skills Gayle 

Tierney in December. “It’s so important that local apprentices 

and trainees have access to the equipment industry is using 

now,” Minister Tierney said.

The centre will offer accredited training in Grid-Connected 

PV, GCPV+Battery Storage and Stand-Alone power systems.

Visit https://www.holmesglen.edu.au/courses/building_

and_construction/electrical or phone (03) 9209 5690.

BYD’S B-BOX BATTERY SOLUTION STACKS UP

A new entrant from China is 

determined to take a large slice of 

the Australian battery market with a 

modular product that stacks like Lego 

blocks until desired capacity is reached. 

BYD launched its B-Box storage system in 

Sydney in February to a room packed 

with solar industry leaders. The B-Box 

uses iron-phosphate chemistry and 

comes in high-voltage and low-voltage 

configurations for residential and 

commercial settings. Low-voltage units 

suitable for residential use can be scaled up 

from 2.56kWh for one module to 10.24kWh 

for four. A stack of five high-voltage modules 

will produce 5.6kWh and nine modules will 

kick out more than 10kWh. BYD has a 

significant track record in car batteries and 

power systems for trains. It has secured 

distribution in Australia via Sol Distribution, 

RFI, 360 Energy and Solar Australia.

WHAT’S NEW | SOLAR INSTALLER
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SETTING THE  
STANDARD FOR  
INVERTERS

On September 30 last year Australia 

Standards released an update to AS/

NZS4777.1, the standard affecting 

installation requirements for the grid 

connection of energy systems via inverters.

The standard had a six-month transition 

period which ended at the end of March. This 

means the standard is now live and all 

installers need to ensure they are up to 

speed with the changes.

The scope of the standard has broadened 

quite a bit. It now covers off systems that are 

up to 200kVA, up from 30kW in the existing 

version.

Some of the key changes in this  

version are:

• The standard relates to any inverters 

regardless of the energy source, whether 

the technology is a battery, wind, hydro, 

PV, or something else.

• The rating limit for single-phase systems 

in an individual installation is 5kVA. For 

system sizes greater than 5kVA, the 

output shall be balanced across all phases 

unless specifically approved by the 

electricity distributor.

• “Multiple mode inverter” has been defined 

and installation requirements specified.

There are too many changes to list in full 

in this column. The CEC ran a webinar last 

year on the changes. Our webinars are 

recorded for viewing later, so logging in to 

the CEC installer area is a good first step if 

you are not up to date with everything.

POWER QUALITY ISSUES FOR 
SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS
The CEC technical team has been fielding 

calls lately in regards to systems not 

operating to their full potential. After some 

investigation it was determined that the 

voltage at the inverter terminals is too high 

and the inverters were going into what is 

called a “power quality response mode”.

SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

SOLAR INSTALLER | COMPLIANCE

Installers need to keep up to date on standards for inverters to 

get the most out of systems, writes Clean Energy Council 

general manager installation integrity Sandy Atkins.
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SETTING THE  
STANDARD FOR  
INVERTERS

Without trying to make things too 

confusing, last October all inverters had to 

be compliant to the new inverter product 

standard (AN/NZS 4777.2). This standard 

defines different types of power quality 

response modes. The main power quality 

response mode is volt/watt. This mode 

reduces the power output of the inverter 

when the voltage at the inverter’s terminals 

rises above a specified value. 

It is possible that this can be an issue with 

the utility’s supply voltage but it is also an 

issue we can introduce as part of the design. 

AS/NZS 4777.1 has a requirement that the 

cables from the point of supply through to 

the inverter terminals shall not have a 

voltage rise of greater than 2%. This is quite 

a tight requirement, making cable selection 

extremely important. More often than not 

we don’t touch the mains cables so we only 

have influence over the inverter AC cable. 

It is common for electricians to usually 

look at the current-carrying capacity of the 

cable and not to properly consider voltage 

rise. So yes, in some situations you may be 

able to us a 2.5mm2 cable to handle the 

current of a 5kVA inverter. But in this case 

you could only run it 6 metres to keep the 

voltage rise on that section of cable to 1% 

(remember that the mains cable will have 

some voltage rise also). Even a 6mm2 cable 

with a 5kVA inverter can only run 14 metres 

to stay under the 1% threshold.

It is really important that the cable sizing 

is picked up at the design stage. It is too late 

once the system has been installed and the 

inverter does not perform. The only ways to 

fix voltage rise are to run a bigger cable or 

reduce the current in the cable — which 

means removing panels. AS/NZS 4777.1 

Appendix C has a great explanation on  

this along with the calculations on how to 

comply with this.

BATTERY ENCLOSURES IN CLEAN 
ENERGY COUNCIL GUIDELINES
Last year the Clean Energy Council 

published the first Australian guidelines for 

the installation of grid-connect energy 

systems with battery storage. 

More recently there has been a lot of 

discussion around the enclosure 

requirements for batteries. 

The intention behind the guidelines 

around the enclosure requirements is to 

prevent unauthorised people from accessing 

live parts of the battery system — whether 

that means children or overly-enthusiastic 

retired engineers.

There are battery systems where the 

installer gets the battery cells and makes  

the system themselves. Therefore the 

enclosure in this case is required to go 

around the battery cells to prevent access  

to the battery terminals. And there are  

other pre-manufactured battery systems 

where the manufacturer packages the 

battery cells in their own enclosure, with the 

terminals under a cover that can only be 

accessed by a tool.

For installers, the thing to note is that 

these pre-manufactured systems have 

adequately restricted access to the live parts 

by way of the manufacturer’s enclosure. So 

unless this enclosure does not actually 

restrict the access to the live sections, 

installers are not required to build an 

additional enclosure. 

Sandy Atkins

SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

COMPLIANCE | SOLAR INSTALLER
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DON’T FORGET  
THE METER THAT MATTERS
SolaX Australia chief engineer Edwin Cotter talks about what’s been bothering installers.

Consumers are bombarded with a variety 

of options for renewable energy. Once 

the choice is made to go with solar, they are 

then met with options for panels, inverters 

and, if they so desire, batteries.

Once a product combination is selected, 

one would theorise that the system would 

simply be installed without incident and that 

everything selected will work together in 

perfect harmony. The deciding factor in the 

process, I believe, is the installer.

As part of my role working for SolaX 

Power Australia, I speak with many installers 

in regards to system installation. I answer 

questions and provide training where 

needed. But there are also the calls when the 

installer has hit a roadblock such as a fault 

message on the inverter or a battery that 

will not work. I soon get a good idea of an 

installer’s understanding of the system.

My first question to installers would be: 

“Have you installed a hybrid system before?”

While I appreciate honesty if the installer 

mentions that this is his first ever hybrid 

system, it does involve some explaining 

depending on the installer’s understanding 

of a hybrid system. It also means that an 

installer is at a customer’s house, setting up 

a system he does not fully understand. 

One of the most common questions I will 

receive is: “The Inverter says CT/Meter Fault 

and is producing no power — what’s wrong?”

It could be a new installer or an 

experienced installer but when this question 

arises and I ask: “Did you install the CT or 

energy meter?” I will often get the answer: 

“What CT?” or “Why do we need a CT?” 

The CT or energy meter is what a hybrid 

inverter uses to keep track of what the home 

is doing. If the home requires power, the CT/

meter will allow the hybrid inverter to supply 

the required power from the most 

appropriate source. Without a reference 

point such as a CT/meter the hybrid inverter 

cannot control its batteries or provide the 

required power to the home. More 

importantly it would mean that the batteries 

could interact directly with the grid 

uncontrolled. Luckily the Clean Energy 

Council has thought ahead and requires 

multimode inverters capable of interfacing 

with batteries be installed with a CT/meter or 

similar measuring device.

Even when the installer has a good 

understanding of hybrid inverters, the CT/

meter may not be installed as the installer 

will sometimes believe the CT/meter is only 

required when installing batteries and not 

required for an inverter installed without 

batteries. This could be considered sound 

reasoning as without batteries or an export 

limitation, why would you need a CT/meter?

The simple answer is, any hybrid inverter 

that can control batteries must have the CT/

meter installed. The consumer may try to 

install batteries at a later time without 

assistance, or may use another company 

unfamiliar with the installed hybrid. 

Once all elements of the hybrid system are 

fully understood, and the installer is familiar 

with the products selected, we can then 

begin to consider the installation of a system 

as a formality for all parties involved. The 

best way to find out is simply to ask. Most 

installers I have worked with are very open 

about their experience and passionate about 

their work. 

If you are an installer, my recommendation 

would be to stick to products that work for 

you and product combinations that are 

proven to work. If you are going to try 

something new, do not assume logic will 

dictate success. Please call the appropriate 

source and ask the right questions. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

SOLAR INSTALLER | TECH TIPS 

EVENT DATE / VENUE WEBSITE
Australian Solar Council 55th annual conference 3–4 MAY 2017, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre solar.org.au/conference

CEC Large-scale Solar Industry Forum 2017 11 MAY 2017, Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events

Australian Energy Storage conference and exhibition 14–15 JUNE 2017, International Convention Centre, NSW australianenergystorage.com.au

Australian Energy Week 2017 20-23 JUNE 2017, Pullman & Mercure Melbourne Albert Park energyweek.com.au

Australia New Zealand Biochar Conference 10-12 AUG 2017, Tweed Shire, NSW anzbc.org.au

All-Energy 2017 11-12 OCT 2017, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre all-energy.com.au
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introduced its Approved Solar Retailer code 

of conduct, which states that any signed 

contract must reference sight-specific 

system performance (not just a generic 

performance estimate) and that systems 

must be covered by a five-year warranty.

“We’ve set an industry benchmark of a 

five-year warranty, and that applies to 

storage as well,” Atkins says. “It’s keeping in 

line with consumer law.”

Things have changed very fast in the solar 

CEC CODE UNDERLINES 
TRUSTED SOLAR RETAILERS
The Clean Energy Council’s Approved Solar Retailer code of conduct provides some  

assurance for installers and consumers in a crowded market.

In the early days of solar, a residential PV 

system would generally be sold by the same 

small electrical business that designed the 

system and installed it. The industry was 

young and, as far as the Clean Energy 

Council could figure, it made more sense to 

concentrate on the design and installation 

side of things rather than the selling. 

The CEC was tied to federal incentives for 

PV, which stipulated that to be eligible for 

certificates a system would have to be 

designed and installed by CEC-accredited 

organisations. What could go wrong?

Then came the rise of high-volume sales 

companies that would subcontract the 

installation work. “They just wanted to sell 

as many panels as they could — they didn’t 

really care about the design side because 

they had palmed that responsibility off,” 

says Clean Energy Council general manager 

installation integrity Sandy Atkins. “There 

were some quite bad customer experiences.”

To overcome the problem, the CEC 

“We’ve set an industry 
benchmark of a five-
year warranty. It’s 
keeping in line with 
consumer law.”

industry and Atkins says it’s becoming more 

the norm now that the retailer — the solar 

salesperson, as far as the consumer is 

concerned — is not the installer or designer. 

It comes down on the retailer to stick to 

contractual agreements through consumer 

law to make good on a salesperson’s 

promises, and that’s where the Approved 

Solar Retailer code of conduct comes in. 

The CEC does background checks to weed 

out dodgy companies and managers who 

have a knack for closing shop one day and 

opening under a different name the next. “If 

directors have been involved in that, that’s a 

reason for not accepting them,” Atkins says 

of the code, authorised by the Australian 

Competition & Consumer Commission.

About 40 businesses around Australia 

have signed up to the CEC’s Approved Solar 

Retailer code. 

Around Australia about 4,100 installers 

are accredited with the CEC, with 760 

accredited for battery installation.

RETAILERS | SOLAR INSTALLER
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LARGE-SCALE GENERATION 
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET 
The early part of 2017 has been dominated 

by the news that one of the major electricity 

retailers decided to pay the shortfall penalty 

against its 2016 obligation rather than 

surrender LGCs. Speculation surrounding 

the impact the move will have on the number 

of LGCs that will be available in 2017 and 

2018 (when the market appears set to be 

short) has been accompanied by significant 

market volatility. 

With the spot price having reached the 

high $88s before the news, it subsequently 

fell to the low $83s only to recover once 

more to the $88 mark before again 

softening to the $85 level at the time of 

writing, March 2. 

The political backdrop remains mixed, with 

former prime minister Tony Abbott 

continuing to call for the abolition of the RET 

despite growing calls from industry groups 

to maintain the scheme in order to see 

thousands of megawatts of generation 

deployed in the hope that it will temper 

skyrocketing wholesale electricity prices in 

the national electricity market. 

To that end, the economics of renewable 

energy have never made more sense with 

both LGC and wholesale electricity prices at 

extremely high levels and the cost of wind 

and solar continuing to fall.

As a result, project commitments continue 

to flow though still at an insufficient rate to 

prevent at least one year of shortfall in 2018. 

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY 
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET 
Small-scale Technology Certificate 

submission numbers have remained strong 

across the early part of 2017 leading to much 

speculation on whether the market will 

return to surplus this year. 

The missing piece of the puzzle remains 

the 2017 Small-scale Technology Percentage 

(STP), which must be release by the end  

of March. 

Should the previous non-binding estimate 

for the 2017 STP be retained and current 

submission rates continue, an STC surplus 

appears set to emerge sometime around the 

middle of the year. Should the Clean Energy 

Regulator opt to increase the target,  

then the surplus may be delayed or fail to 

emerge at all.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS 
(VEECS AND ESCS)
In February the Victorian Energy Efficiency 

Certificate (VEEC) market breached the 

lower end of its recent tight trading range  

by softening to a low of $13.90 in the  

spot and $13.35 for short forwards, though 

both markets did recover somewhat  

Marco Stella is senior broker, 
environmental markets at TFS Green 
Australia. The TFS Green Australia team 
provides project and transactional 
environmental market brokerage and 
data services across all domestic and 
international renewable energy, energy 
efficiency and carbon markets.

DEC ’17 PRICE (€) DEC ’17 PRICE ($AU)

EUA — European Emission Allowances 5.45 7.79

CREATION SPOT PRICE ($AU)

LGC — Large-scale Generation Certificates 183,232,171 85.00

STC — Small-scale Technology Certificates 162,875,944 40.00

VEEC — Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates 38,630,403 14.00

ESC — NSW Energy Saving Certificates 17,884,115 15.00

CLEAN ENERGY  
MARKET WRAP

SOLAR INSTALLER | MARKET WRAP
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1800 059 170
Courses Available:

Solar Grid Connect Design 
and Install Course 4 Days - $1980

Storage Endorsement 
Course

Stand Alone Power 
Systems Course

Industry Skills Fund may fund 75% of 
all Renewable Energy Courses.  

4 days - $2480 includes Standard

4 days after Storage Course - $2480

Certificate IV Electrical- Renewable Energy
Includes all the above qualifications          - POA

TO ENROL - www.skillbuild.edu.au

Ring for details

Renewable 

Energy short 

courses for 

non-electricians 

available

Skillbuild-120x90mm.indd   1 30/08/2016   4:28:12 PM

across the final days of the month.  

While there has been some reduction in 

VEEC submissions, supply has not yet fallen 

to a level at which it would result in a 

reduction of the very large (4 million) 

surplus of VEECs that has been rolled over 

from the 2016 vintage. 

The lower prices and the rolling off of 

forwards previously struck at higher prices 

may cause further reductions in supply. Yet 

if the weekly VEEC submission figure 

remains above 113,000, and the ongoing 

success of commercial lighting may ensure it 

does, there could yet be more softening in 

store for the market. 

Early 2017 has not been a good time for 

sellers in the NSW Energy Savings Certificate 

(ESC) market, with steady (and at times 

sharp) declines in the value of certificates 

across the opening months. 

With the market also in large surplus 

(currently 2.4 million and counting) from the 

2016 vintage, participants have been 

watching closely for evidence that things  

will change. 

With no signs of a reduction in supply the 

ESC market found itself in a downward spiral 

which, on large volumes, saw it reach the 

$15.00 mark, a two-year low. 

Following the drop there were some 

positive signs but a sustained recovery 

appears likely to require clear evidence of a 

decline in ESC registrations.

The above information has been provided by 
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise 
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian 
dollars, as of 3 Mar 2017. 
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Stand Alone Power 
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4 days - $2480 includes Standard
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Includes all the above qualifications          - POA
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Courses Available:
Grid Connect Design and Install Course — $1980
Brisbane 3-6 April; Melbourne 6-9 May; Albury 11-14 May;  
Adelaide 18-21 May; Sydney 1-4 June

Battery Storage Endorsement Course — $2180
Brisbane 7-10 April; Albury 27-30 April; Adelaide 4-7 May;  
Sydney 11-14 May; Melbourne 20/21 & 27/28 May

Stand-Alone Power Systems Course — $1980
Albury 18-20 May; Adelaide 4-6 August

Storage Endorsement Gap Course for  
SPS Accredited Installers  Ring for details

Training  
centres in  

Perth, Adelaide,  

Albury, Sydney,  

Darwin, Brisbane, 

Canberra and 

Melbourne

All courses lead to CEC Accreditation/Endorsement
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How far afield do you go for work?

For domestic jobs we service from Cairns to 

Townsville, and for commercial work we’ll go 

as far as Brisbane or up to Mount Isa. We’ve 

been lots of places.

What got you into solar?

I was working in the mines as a sparkie doing 

fly-in, fly-out. Then I started having kids and 

my wife said the four-weeks-away, one-week-

at-home bizzo isn’t going to work. One of the 

guys I was working with told me solar’s going 

to be big, so I did a bit of homework and saw 

the potential. I started a contracting 

business, with the intent on primarily being 

solar, and within 12 months we got our 

tickets and hit the ground running.

You’ve taken on a bit of commercial work.

About 60% of our work is commercial.  

We’ve done about six 100kW installs in the 

last 2.5 years, mostly agricultural or 

transport businesses. We’ve also done a 

bunch of 60kW, 70kW and 80kW systems, 

and everything in between. We have done 

quite a bit of feasibility work on diesel-and-

solar hybrid systems, not so much batteries 

yet. The agricultural jobs have been on large 

sheds which are big enough to take 100kW of 

panels to power cold rooms. 

What have their savings been?

Around the $40,000-a-year mark. We send 

them annual reports. The systems are all 

monitored using SMA’s Sunny Portal.

Do you have to work hard to drum up 

residential business?

It’s largely referrals, to be honest. We do 

advertise, but a lot of our work is referrals. 

Pretty much all we sell residentially is 

hybrid-ready inverters, and only SolaX, and 

we’re starting to see more systems coming 

through where we’re connecting the 

batteries as well. The grid can be quite 

interrupted up here; there are a 

lot of brownouts this time of year, 

and blackouts. Having the back-up 

mode is a real practical point of 

difference for customers with 

solar. We put in automatic 

changeover switches, so when we 

do have power outages the 

customer will only have that 

brownout for about three 

seconds, then they’ll to battery back-up.

Are you up against the large discount 

installers in your region?

Yes. You get the odd customer who is fixated 

on price and who doesn’t consider the fact 

they really should have someone who’s 

going to be around to service a solar system 

and come back when something goes wrong, 

because they just do not get that service 

when they go [to a large discount company] 

and that’s why they get it so cheap.

Do you get many jobs where you have to 

fix other installers’ work?

We do get quite a bit of repair work. Usually 

it’s relating to simple things like faulty 

inverters which should be dealt with by the 

retailer who sold the system — but we all 

know how that goes. 

What’s best about solar in your region?

We get lots of sunlight hours, lots of good 

peak sunlight, which means 

better-than-average yields over 

the course of a year and a good 

return on investment for clients. 

We’re getting 30% ROI on solar 

systems for customers, a payback 

of about three years.

But what about storms? How do  

you factor the weather 

extremes into your work?

Because we’re in wind region C, the second-

highest category, we put in almost double 

the amount of feet as recommended. We use 

Clenergy racking and their specifications say 

you need to be 1m to 1100mm between 

spacings, but we always go 600mm. 

Way up north the wind can blow a mighty gale, which is why Damien Cassidy of Mission Solar  

and Electrical in Mission Beach, Queensland, doubles up on racking.

Above: Damien Cassidy’s Mission Solar and Electrical 
has taken on a lot of commercial work, such as the 
100kW project in the main picture.
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POWER WITH PURPOSE

Retrofit energy 
storage solutions.

MPower is proud to be the premier distributor of the new range of 
TrinaBESS (formerly branded TrinaBEST) residential energy storage 
products across Australia and New Zealand.

• Unique characteristics that allows for retrofitting to existing residential 
solar systems, without the need to abandon or disable pre-existing grid 
connect inverters

• Powercube energy storage units are designed to provide on-grid energy 
storage with mains-fail backup capability, when combined with the 
Powerbox inverter 

• Powercube units come with a 10 year battery warranty and contain lithium 
iron phospate cells, using the safest lithium chemistry on the market today

• Modular designs enable single person handling and installation

Contact MPower today to find out more.

www.mpower.com.au
info@mpower.com.au

1300 733 004
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UTILITY  |  COMMERCIAL  |  RESIDENTIAL

AUSTRALIA’S LEADING SOLAR ENERGY SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

Trina Solar is a world leader in solar modules, solutions and services. With high quality 
products and technological innovations, Trina Solar provides clean, affordable and 
reliable energy to homes, businesses and power plants around the world. The company 
has achieved more than 21GW of cumulative shipments worldwide and is ranked as one 
of the most bankable PV module manufacturer.

www.trinasolar.com

> 21GW
Cumulative 
Shipments 
Worldwide

> 1300
Patents 

Filed

36
In-house 
Quality 
Tests

World’s
Most Bankable 

PV Module 
Manufacturer

by Bloomberg New 
Energy Finance 

australia.sales@trinasolar.com                    
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